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Observations in the vicinity of substorm onset: Implications for
the substorm process
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Abstract. Multi-instrumentdata setsfrom the groundand satellitesat both low and high
altitudehave providednew resultsconcerningsubstormonsetand its sourceregion in the

magnetosphere.
Twenty-sixout of 37 substorm
onseteventsshowedevidenceof azimuthally
spacedauroralforms(AAFs) prior to the explosivepolewardmotionassociated
with optical
substorm
onset.The azimuthalwavelengths
associated
with theseonsetswere foundto range
between 132 and 583 km with a mean value of 307 _+ 115 km. The occurrence rate increased

with decreasingwavelengthdownto a cutoff wavelengthnear 130 km. AAFs can span8
hoursof local time prior to onsetand generallypropagateeastwardin the morningsector.
Onsetitself is, however,more localizedspanningonly about1 hour local time. The average
locationof the peak intensitylbr 80 onsetswas 65.9 + 3.5 CGMIat, 22.9 _+1.2 Mlt, whereas
the averagelocationof the AAF onsetswas at 63.8 _+3.3 CGMIat, 22.9 _+1.1 Mlt. AAF
onsetsoccurduringtime periodswhen the solarwind pressureis relatively high. These
low-latitudewavelikeonsetsappearas precursorsin the form of long-periodmagnetic
pulsations(Pc 5 band)and frequentlyoccuron the equatorwardportionof the doubleoval
distribution.AAFs brightenin conjunctionwith substomonsetleadingto the conclusionthat
they are a growthphaseactivitycausallyrelatedto substormonset.Precursoractivity
associated
with theseAAFs is also seennear geosynchronous
orbit altitudeand examples
show the relationshipbetweenthe variousinstrumentaldefinitionsof substormonset.The
impliedmodenumber(30 to 135) derivedfrom this work is inconsistent
with cavity mode
resonances
but is consistentwith a modified flute/ballooninginstabilitywhich requires
azimuthalpressuregradients.It is suggested
that this instabilityexistsin growthphasebut
that an additionalfactorexistsin the premidnightsectorwhich resultsin an explosiveonset.
The extendedsourceregion'andthe distanceto the open-closed
field line regionconstrain
reconnectiontheoryand local mechanismsfor substomonset.It is demonstratedthat multiple
onsetsubstormscan exist for which localized dipolarizationsand the Pi 2 occur
simultaneouslywith tail stretchingexistingelsewhere.Further, the tail can be less stretchedat
geosynchronous
orbit duringthe optical auroralonsetthan during the precursor
pseudobreakups.
Thesepseudobreakups
can be initiatedby auroralstreamerswhich originate
at the mostpolewardset of arc systemsand drift to the more equatorwardmain UV oval.
Observations
are presented
of theseAAFs in conjunctionwith low- andhigh-altitudeparticle
and magneticfield data. Theseplace the activationsat the interfacebetweendipolar and
taillike field lines probablynear the peak in the cross-tailcurrent.Theseonsetsare put in the
contextof a new scenariofor substormmorphologywhich employsindividual moduleswhich
operate independentlyor couple together.This allows particular substormevents to be more
accuratelydescribedand investigated.
1.
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existence of the growth phase was debated into the 1970s

[McPherron,1970; Starkovand Feldstein,1971;Akasofuand
Snyder, 1972; Feldstein, 1974]. It is now clear however that the
growth phase does indeed occur and plays an important role in
the substormprocess [Pellinen and Heikkila, 1978; Kirkwood
and Eliasson,

1990; Koskinen et al.,

1992; Watanabe and

lijima, 1993]. It also appearsthat dayside auroral activity can
accompany the growth of electrojets prior to substormonset
[Elphinstoneet al., 1991a]. Akasofu [1964] divided the expansive phaseof a substorminto different parts with the first stage
lasting about 5 min. This coincided with the time before the
poleward motion began. If the poleward motion lasted only a
few minutes this was termed a pseudobreakup. Later the substorm onset [Akasofu and Kan, 1982, p. 1315] was "morphologically defined as the moment when an auroral arc brightens
suddenly and begins to advance poleward." This "moment"
can actually last more than 10 rain and can be fundamentalto
understandingthe causeof a substorm.One aspectof this paper
will be to investigate this important time period in more detail
using ultraviolet images acquired by the Canadian UV imager
on board the Swedish Viking satellite.
Particular types of north-southauroral structuresin the substorm bulge (called auroral streamersin what follows) which
drift equatorwardand eastwardor westwarddependingon their
local time were known by Akasofu [1964], but our understanding of their causeis still an active area of interest[Nakamura et
al., 1993; Liu and Rostoker, 1993]. An arc systemat the poleward edge of the aurora is now known to brighten toward the
end of substormexpansive phase as the emissionswithin the
bulge fade [Murphree and Elphinstone, 1988]. This can be
accompaniedby the formation of vortex streetsand westward
traveling spiral forms [Cogger and Elphinstone,1992]. At the
beginningof substormrecovery (defined by groundmagnetometers and by the fading of the aurorawithin the bulge), the formarion of a double westward electrojet begins (one associated
with the main UV oval and the other with the more poleward
system). It has been shown recently [Elphinstoneet al., 1994]
that this most poleward arc system is directly related to the
velocity dispersedion signature (VDIS) [Zelenyi eta/., 1990]
and develops separately from the auroral bulge itself. This
togetherwith what appearsto be global mode oscillationsof the
magnetotail at this time supportsthe view that this arc system
can be associatedwith the recovery of the plasmasheet.In this
new description,the recovery begins with the formation of the
double oval [Elphinstoneand Heam, 1992; Elphinstoneet al.,
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distribution) during times when the double oval exists and so
originatedeep within the closed field line region [Elphinstone
et al., 1993a]. Pulsatingaurorasin the late evening and morning have also been investigatedsince the early 1960s [Royrvik
and Davis, 1977; Thomas and Stenbaek-Nielsen, 1981]. Thus
there have been many featuresof the substormoptical patterns
which are relatively new additions to our understandingof the
substormprocess. The substormschematicby Cogget and
Elphinstone[1992] incorporatesmany of these new concepts
and will be usedas an underlyingbasisfrom which this paper
will proceed.
Theoriesrely heavily on experimentto test their predictions.
Over the years numerousmodels for the substormprocesshave
been developed [see Fairfield, 1992, and referencestherein].
Reconnection

theories

have

received

the

most

attention

and

have evolved to account for new observations[e.g., Reeves et
al., 1992]. Some of the theories involve boundary layer
processes, including the thermal catastrophe theory which
operatesin the plasma sheetboundarylayer [Goertz and Smith,
1989], and the theory suggested by Rostoker and Eastman
[1987] which involves the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the
low-latitude boundary layer. With evidence mounting that
processesassociatedwith onset can be found close to Earth
[Kennel, 1992, and references therein], numerous models have
been developed to account for this. These include the ballooning, flute, and/or interchangeinstability [Swift, 1967; Roux et
al., 1991a; lvanov eta/., 1992], the cross-field current instability mechanism [Lui et al., 1991] and others such as those
presentedby Erickson and Heinemann [1992], and Haerendel
[1992]. Other authors have included the effects of the ionosphere [Kan, 1993; Lysak, 1992], while still others have provided a synthesiswhich explains a wide range of observations
[Lui, 1991].
All of these models make an attempt to explain the pub-

lishedobservations
concerningthe substormprocess.There are,
however,a wide range of phenomenanot coveredin any detail
as yet in the substormliterature. This paper will focus on the
time period from the first intensificationof an arc in the even-

ing sector to the time when the bulge begins to form and move
westward,eastward,and poleward. It will focuson a particular
type of substormonset in which intensificationsperiodically
spaced in longitude appear before, during, and after substorm
onset. We call these intensificationsazimuthally spacedauroral
forms (AAFs). Since the first evening intensificationassociated
with a substormcan occur as long as 40 rain before the actual
1993a] which subdivides the wide active auroral oval [Feldstein explosive poleward motion, we will adopt the latter as a workand Starkov, 1967] into two distinctiveregions. Either of these ing definition of the time of optical substormonset.The events
two regions can then further activate resulting in significant leading up to this onsetwill be referred to as substormprecurelectrojetactivity [Cogger and Elphinstone,1992]. The history sors. An important aspect of this paper will be to show that the
of an event therefore is fundamentalto placing the event in a context and history of a given event can dramatically affect
how that event developsand is interpreted.
correct context in the larger-scalesubstormprocess.
The rest of this paper is divided into four main sections.The
Originally, only the most equatorward arc brightening was
consideredto result in an intense substorm[Akasofu, 1966] and first deals with case by case examples of AAF onsetsin order
thus be an onset. Other arcs which brighteneddid not develop to illustrate the wide range of behavior which exists in the
into full global substormsand so were called pseudobreakups large-scalepattern. A number of exampleswere chosento illustrate the variabilityand the effectsof the activity level on how
[e.g., Akasofu, 1964; Ohtani et al., 1993, Nakamura et al.,
1994]. McPherron [1979] summarizedvery well the more gen- the substormdevelops. It also shows how a number of different
eral conceptof the magnetosphericsubstormand describedthe instrumentsview these events. This sectiondraws on ground
evolution of multiple onset substorms[Pytte et al., 1976] and magnetometerdata, radar, optical observations,and high- and
substormsequences.Eastwardpropagatinglblds termedomega low-altitudesatelliteobservationsof both particlesand magnetic
bands [Akasofu and Kimball, 1964; Opgenoorth et at., 1983] fields. A comparison is made between various definitions of
were known to exist during late expansive phase and substorm "onset" in order to test for consistency.It is establishedthat

recovery.These form on the main UV ov',d(the equatorward AAF activationsare indeed substormonsetsas defined using
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1. Event Case Studies

Event,date

Instrumentation/Data
Sets

Typeof PriorActivity

October 3, 1986

groundmagnetometers(20 s), AL, AU (1 min), Dst (1 hour),
IMF (15 s), SW*(~I min), Viking LBH UV image data
(1 min), Pi 2/Pi B information, STARE radar (20 s)

contracted

November 24, 1986

groundmagnetometers(1 min), AL, AU, Dst, Viking LBH UV
images, Pi 2/Pi lB information

oval

IMF Bz northward
magnetospherecompressed
main phase of storm
double oval configuration
recovery phaseof previous
substorm

September23, 1986

IMF, SW, Dst, Viking LBH UV images, Pi 2/Pi lB
informationall-sky camera data (Laparskaya)

storm

double

time

oval

recovery phaseof previous
substorm

July 24, 1986

July 27, 1986

groundmagnetometers,AL, A U, IMF, S.W., Dst, Viking LBH
UV images,CCE electron, ion fluxes and magnetic field, Pi 2/Pi lB
information,Tsyganenkomapping

magnetospherecompressed
large growth phaseafter passage

Dst, AL, AU, Viking LBH UV Images,DMSP F7 particle and
magneticfield, Viking particle observations,Tsyganenkomapping,
GOES 5 and 6 magneticfield, LANL geosynchronous
sat. energetic

AL and A U indicatepreviously
active time period
multiple activationleading
to double

particle fluxes
April 16, 1986

of coronal

IMF, Dst. AL, A U, Viking LBH UV images,DMSP F7 particle
data, Tsyganenkomapping, -GOES5 and 6 and geomagnetic
field, LANL geosynchronoussat. energeticparticle fluxes, NOAA
6 energetic particle fluxes over onset locations

streamer

oval and AAF

onset

Multiple onsetsubstormduring
double

oval event

* Solar Wind density and velocity.

Geophysical conditions. For this event the Dst index
othercriteria.Table 1 briefly summarizes
the geophysical
conditionsand the instrumentation
usedin this paper for the six remained greater than -30 nT throughout the time interval of
subsections.
Table 2 highlightsthe timing and the primary interest. Prior to onset the Dst increasedto zero indicating that
observations for each event. The reader should refer to these

tables and the event summaries at the end of each subsection

for an orientation concerningthe events. Each subsectionis

furtherdividedinto partswhich cover the geophysical
conditions, the auroraland magneticobservations
and finally data
from both high- and low-altitudespacecraft.
Section3 showssomestatisticsregardingtheseAAF onsets.
In order to put thesewavelikeonsetsinto a more generalcontext of the auroralsubstorm,section4 showshow they fit into
the overall descriptionof optical auroralsubstorms.In this section a new proposalfor the descriptionof the auroral substorm
is presented. Section 5 will discuss the relevance of the obser-

the magnetospherewas in a compressedstate or that the magnetopausecurrent was enhanced.During the substormthe Dst
decreasedindicating a net strengtheningof the ring current during the event. The A U index (provisionalin this and the following cases) remained less than 100 nT, and the AL index began
to change at about 2030 UT and reached a peak value of about
-250 nT during the event. The interplanetarymagnetic field
(IMF) and solar wind pressureare shown in Figure 1. The IMP
8 satellite was located at XOSE= 5.6 Rœ, y =-36.1 Rœ, and
z = -17.2 RE. IMF Bz (GSM) was northwardprior to 2028 UT
except for brief southward excursionsbetween 1920 and 1925
UT (to -0.8 nT) and between 1949 and 1951 UT (to -0.35 nT).

vationsto substormtheoriesandattemptto discusstheprosand It remained southward after 2028 UT. At 1911:21 UT, IMF Bx
consof differentmodelsbasedon the observations
presented and By both changedsign to By <0 and Bx<0. Also at this
here.

2. Observations

of Substorm

Onset

2.1 Substorm During a Time of a Contracted Auroral Oval:
Orbit 1232 (October 3, 1986)

This event was chosento representan AAF onsetduring a
relativelyquiet time when only the main UV oval was initially
evident, and IMF Bz was northward. Auroral, magnetic and
radar data in the vicinity of the AAFs help establishthe timing
of onsetrelative to the optical auroraldevelopment(see Tables
I and 2).

time the solar wind pressurechanged by a factor of 2 and the
total IMF field decreaseddramatically. After 2000 UT there
was a gradual pressureincreaseby about 20% until the time of
auroral brighteningat 2020 UT (see below).
Auroral dynamics. The aurora shown in Plate 1 is an
example of the aurora brighteningduring a time of IMF Bz
northward about 1 hour after a significant solar wind pressure
increase.The only way in which the Bz southwardturning
could have triggered this event would be if the discontinuityin
the solar wind was oriented such that the magnetotail encountered the disturbancemore than 9 min prior to IMP 8. There
would also then have to be a delay to take into account propa-
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Table 2. Timing of PrincipleObservations
(hhmm- LIT)
Event*

Geophysical

Auroral

GroundMagnetic/

Information

Low Altitude

IMF Bz > 0 until 2028
PP* at ~191l, 2000
1911 - IMF

sector

activates/AAFs

change

A U maximum

form

2032
'-25

nT

< 100 nT

1500 start of main phase
A U < 200 nT
2010

- AL ~-360 nT

2044

- AL ~-1300

nT

largePP*previous
day
hours previous

none

2049 W -Pi 2/Pi 1B

- onset

2049 new activation,
onset and auroral streamer

2005 fzrstAAFs/omega
2010 explosiveonsetAAFs brightenwith onset
AAFs turn into spirals
equatorwardmoving multiple

2011 W, 2013 S, 2015 S,
2017 S, 2022 S, 2033 S,

none

Pi 2/Pi lB

RH polarizedPc 5
pulsationseastof onset;
LH west of onset

arcs

Dst < -40 nT for 12

1940 Pc 5 pulsations
2019 W õ, 2032 Sõ,
2038 - auroral streamer

pulsations

Dst > -30
AL minimum

2019 arc brightens,
eastwardelectrojet

High-Altitude Satellites

Satellites

2031, 2038 - prenoon
aurora

activates

2043 -4 MLT activity

A U > 200 nT

2047

- AAFs

AL changedfrom - 100

2051

- SCW?/onset

2051 - Pi 2 onset

none

LH polarizedand
frequencychanges

to -700 nT

IMF Bz < 0 after 2029
PP at 2034, 2046

1640-2106- 5 PP*

2236 prenoonactivations

2222 - ~2.2 mHz

CCE

2157 - IMF Bz< 0
2221, 2232, 2245,
2252 - small

2250-

pulsationsbegin
2250 W +, 2254 S+, 2302,
2304 - Pi lB pulsations

2254

Dst- 0 I?orprevious 2
days, 40 nT by 2000.
and < 0 by 2300.
2220

AAFs

form

and

drift east

2255 - AAFs intensify
2259-

intensification

23{)4 - explosiveonset

dropout,DP*
2305

0800

- A U increases
- AL decreases

0930

- AL ~- 1600 nT

0647 - daysideactivity
0715 midnight activity
0730

activation

double

and

LANL

DMSP-F7 overflights
0837 - Viking

electron injections0643,

oval

Dst increasing
AL, A U recovering
until 0430

0311, 0335, 0354 -

away sectorazimuth
angle decreases

- AAF

on main

UV oval

0319, 0331 - AAFs
0331 - auroral
streamer

0716, 0730, 0746, 0835.
GOES

0748

associated

5 and 6

- Pi 2

0830 GOES 6 Pi 2, DP*
0845 GOES 5 Pi 2, DP*

onset

0319, 0331, 0340,
0354, 0406, 0430 activations

satellites

proton injections0716, 0752

0747, 0811, 08200829

- flux recovers

0736-0745, 0815-0820

new activations

6

no

2304 - electron flux

decreases

0830

with

densitychange,
DP*

2221, 2300 - AL

and -40 after

flux

pulsations(0.35 keV)
2301 -ion injection,
electronspectrum
hardens

- A U increases

Dst ~ -20 before onset

- electron

decrease and 35-mHz

DMSP - 0326-0332
NOAA 6 0349-0357

LANL

satellites

0319, 0331, 0340,
flux enhancements/

drifting e- holes
0406, 0430 inject.
GOES

satellites

0319 weak DP*
0340, 0406, 0430,

stretching,
DP* Pi 2s
Event 1, October 3. 1986; 2, November 24, 1986; 3, September23, 1986; 4, July 24, 1986; 5, July 27, 1986; 6, April 16,
1986.

? PP, pressurepulse.
:!:dipolarization.
õ S, strongpulsation;W, weak pulsation.
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with the latitude at which they occur. The mode number is the
number of the wavelengthswhich would fit into 2r• tad. For
this event, tour "wavelengths"span three hours local time giving a mode number, m, of about 32. These were evaluated (in
the original data) by simply counting the number of
wavelengths in the MLT range over which they occurred.
Although most of the featuresdescribedin the text are clear in
the plates there are instanceswhere the reader may find it difficult to see the relevant forms. Since the color plates were
designed with the entire event in mind the scale size of the
AAF featuresin the plates were often not optimum and/or the

1232' 861003IMP-8 at GSE( 5.646,-36.101-17.23•.)

•6

color

bar

was

chosen

such

that

some

stand out. Also, the transformation

of

the

l•atures

did

not

from the satellite view to a

polar coordinate system (which was important to aid the reader)
can sometimes exaggerate regions of enhanced luminousity
which were actually due to noise. The original data were used
to evaluate the mode numbersin order to avoid these spurious
effects.

The

mode

numbers

found

in this observation

section

used measurementsaccurate only to about 0.5 MLT and so
have an error of about +6

•

BRIGHTEb
ING
;ISET

193000

200000

In a later

(see section 3).

Between2019 and 2032 UT the regionhas brightenedbut no
significant poleward motion has occurred. If onset is taken to
be the start of poleward motion then this does not occur until

203000

between 2031:45

TIME (hhrnmssUT)

and 2032:45

UT or some 12 min after the ini-

tial arc appears. At this time the mode number of the AAFs in

Figure 1. IMP 8 IMF solarwinddatafor the eventshownin
Plate

in terms of mode number.

sectionthe spatialscale of the AAFs is found more precisely

1.

gation times and any required growth phase (see Sergeev et al.
[ 1986] for a discussionof this possibility).Although this could
have occurred it seems simpler to assume that the event
occurred during the period of IMF Bz northward and is an
example of an onset of a main phaseof a weak storm.
In Plate 1 and all others in this paper the UV aurora was
recorded by the imager on board the Viking spacecraftin the

the ionosphereis slightly higher than previously,at aboutm =
48. AAFs

continue to exist after this time until about 2037 UT.

The growth of the disturbance and the motion of individual
forms was westwardpremidnight(between2019 and 2022 UT)
and eastward postmidnight. Individual forms can be seen to
drift eastward at 2 MLT

between 2036 and 2038 UT.

Between2038 and 2047 UT, a weak arc systemappearsand
disappearsto the east of the auroral surge. This type of arc
systemwill be referred to as an "auroral streamer" in what fol-

lows. An auroral streameris an auroral form which separates
from the expandingbulge and drifts westwardand equatorwavelength
range
øcorresponding
to theLBH bandsbetween wards. The substormbulge fades after 15 min (2047:36 UT)
1400 and 1800 A (see Anger et al. [1987], Murphree and and AAFs can be seen at this time to the west of the surge
Cogger [1988], and Cogger et al. [1988] for a discussionof the form. The bulgereintensifieswith a westwardtravelingsurge

instrumentationused). The images have been transformedfrom
the view as seen from the satellite to a system in which each
pixel element in the image representsa squareof equal dimensions on each side (in Corrected Geomagnetic coordinates
CGM80, as describedby Hearn et al. [1993]).
At 2019:52 UT (second panel in top row) a localized arc
enhancementtook place. In three min this developsinto multiple brighteningscoveting three hours local time (extending
both to the west and to the east of the initial brightening).This
first changecould be consideredto be an arc systemappearing
out of the backgroundor could be the arc brighteningsometimes

used to define

substorm

onset. The

difference

between

the two is simply a matter of degree. Observationsfrom the
STARE radar (see Nielsen et al. [1982] for an instrument
description)showedthat this first brighteningcoincidedwith an
intensificationof westwardflow (eastwardelectrojet)just equatorward of the arc system. The radar is located near Abisko
station in Plate 1 (the radar field of view is shown in the top
row, second panel). By 2022 UT equally spaced in azimuth
auroralforms (AAFs in what follows) have appeared.

The spatialscale of the AAFs will be expressedin termsof
the correspondingmode number so that there is no need to deal

(WTS)

and the formation of an auroral streamer between

2049:35 and 2054:32 UT. A weak double oval develops
between2042:32 and 2054 UT alongwith a polar arc systemat
the poleward edge of the diffuse oval. (The double oval is

defined as two morphologicallydistinctauroralregionsspanning a few hours of local time.)

The STARE radar backscatter
signalfadesby 2025 UT and
then reintensifies

at 2029

and 2032:40

UT.

The intensification

at 2032:40 UT was divided up into two separateconvection
shearflows at 16ø and 22ø Glon corresponding
to the AAF seen
at the west end of the newly forming substormbulge. The
senseof convectionis consistentwith upward field aligned
current at the centers of the shear flows. Later between 2034

and 2036:20 UT poleward directedflow

Magnetometer observations. Lovozero registeredPi 2/Pi
lB activity clearly between2032 and 2042 UT with other weak
but clear bursts beginning at 2019 and 2049 UT (A. Yahnin,
private communication,1994). The pulsationsat 2019, 2032,

and 2049 UT correspond
very well with the first arc brightening, the explosive poleward motion and with the reactivation of
the bulge respectively.The weaker burstsat the time of the first
intensificationwere only seenafter a secondexaminationof the
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ONSET ON OCTOBER 3, 1986

Plate 1. Viking auroral imagesfrom 2018:52 to 2054:32 UT on October 3, 1986. The local times plotted are
22, 23, 0, 1, and 2 MLT. The four ground stationsare Abisko, Sodankyla,Murmansk, and Amderma. Universal time in hhmmssare shownat the bottomof each panel. AAFs appearat 2022:50 UT (top right panel) some
10 min before substormexpansionbegins. The secondtop panel showsthe STARE radar field of view.

data took place when it was noticed that the arc brightening
took place before the main Pi 2 burst. Four magnetometerstations (Abisko-ABK, Sodankyla-SOD, Loparskaya-MMK, and
Amderma-AMD) which lay equatorwardof the onset region are
marked by the large circles in Plate 1 (45 zenith angle field of
views at 120 km altitude) and their X and Y magnetic field
componentsare shown in Figure 2. Loparskayastationappears
to

be

near

the

division

between

the

eastward

and

westward

number of higher frequenciesappear.Similar resultsare seen at
Sodankyla. To the east of onset, at Amderma, power in the
low-frequency range was also seen beginning at about 1920
UT. Frequencies were first seen at less than 2 mHz. These
changedto a higher frequencynear 2.2 mHz just before onset.
The timing associatedwith these pulsations(1920 and 1940
UT) is relatively consistent with the pressure increase which
occurred in the solar wind at 1911 UT. The dominant frequen-

electrojetsjust prior to 2020 UT. The intensificationof an eastward current system equatorwardand westward of the surge as
implied by the magnetometer data is consistentwith currents
flowing around the surge. This era'rent system is also seen in
backscatter STARE observations. The intensifying westward
electrojet at Amderma at 2032 UT is consistentwith substorm
current wedge formation at this magnetic local time.
To the west of onset long period pulsationsat 3 mHz are
seen which began about 1940 UT. The peak to peak amplitude

cies after onset were at about 2.9 and 6 to 8 mHz.

was about 5-7

the location

nT until

2016

UT

at which

time

it increases

to

These oscil-

lations were also evident in the Y component at Amderma. The
time delays in the X componentbetween Abisko, Sodankyla,
and Amderma seen at 2022:50 UT in Figure 2 indicate an eastward motion of the pulsationactivity near 2022 UT.
It is interesting to note that the drift to higher frequency
occurred in conjunction with an equatorward motion of the
auroras at this location and that this occurred prior to when the
IMF turned southward. This motion can be seen by comparing
of the aurora near 2 MLT

with the Amderma

field

21 nT. Just prior to onset the frequency at Abisko changed of view from 2022 to 2033 UT. A frequency drift from high to
graduallyto 2.2 mHz. The frequencyinformationin this and low frequencywest of onset is consistentwith a sourcemoving
other examples is based on a sonogramanalysis. At onset a outward in the magnetotail (i.e., to longer more stretchedfield
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Figure2. X andY ground
magnetic
fielddataforABK,SOD,MMK, andAMDfortheeventin Plate1. The
vertical lines show the times of the AAFs (2022:50 UT) and the polewardexpansion(2032:45 UT). Longperiod pulsationsare evident.

lines) while the shift in the morning sectoris consistentwith an
earthward movement of the source region.
Summary. A pressurechange during IMF Bz northward
appearsto be associatedwith Pc 5 pulsationactivity. An initial
brighteningin the midnight sectorwas precededby thesepulsations by about 40 to 50 min. It was not clear whether any solar
wind disturbancewas linked to this brightening although there
was a small pressure enhancementjust prior to it. The final

explosivepoleward motion and/or the later reintensificationof
the bulge may have been triggeredby Bz turning south. The
active region of the aurora at the time of the explosive poleward motion (2032 UT) was about 2 hours wide in local time
(i.e., this was not a local or pointlike onset). The mode number
increased towards the time of poleward motion. Pulsations
which changedin frequencyin the Pc 5 periodrange were seen
prior to the poleward expansionand in associationwith the
AAFs. The low-frequency component shifted to lower values
west of onset and to higher valueseast of onset.The changein
the east was consistent with an equatorward motion of the
aurora in the east and may indicate an earthward or inner
motion of the current sheetjust prior to onset.
Before

onset the mode

number

was about 32 and the fre-

quency (/3 about 2.2 mHz. Assuming these parameters are
related to one another,an implied speedcan be derived from
them. The speed in km/s is about 2•xRœL 2.2/32000 = 2.8L,

2.2 Substorm During the Main Phase of a Magnetic Storm:
Orbit 1518 (November 24, 1986)

In contrast to the previous event, this case study involves a
double auroral oval during active magnetic conditions. This
event

was

chosen

to

illustrate

that

AAFs

can

coexist

with

omega bands, and to show how an onset can begin from the
main UV oval and actively propagatepoleward to the openclosed fieldline boundary. Subsequentactivity can then begin
from the more poleward region and move equatorward,
influencing in turn the main UV oval.
Geophysical conditions. No IMF data were available for
this event which began at about 2000 UT. The Dst showed that
the main phase of a storm began at about 1500 UT, and by
2000

UT

the

Dst

had

become

less

than

-60

nT.

It

further

decreased to -80 nT by 2400 UT. The event therefore took
place during a time of enhancedring current. The A U index
remained

less than 200 nT. The AL index

showed

that the event

in question took place during the recovery phaseof a previous
substorm.

The index recovered

from

-1100

to -360

nT at which

time (2010 UT) the new onset occurred. The AL reached a
minimum value of-1300 nT by 2044 UT.
Auroral

observations.

Plate

2a shows

the auroral

observa-

tions correspondingto the event in question. Prior to the new
onset the auroral

distribution

had the characteristic

double

oval

configuration associated with substorm recovery phase with
where L is the L value at which the disturbance occurs and Re
omega bands in the east near Tixie (5 MLT). >From 2005 to
is one Earth radius in kin. If the source was between L = 6 and
2009 UT periodic forms on the main UV oval developed
10 then the associatedmagnetosphericspeed was between 17 between 23 and 7 MLT (spanning 8 hours of local time).
and 28 kmJs.These speedsare comparableto the gradientdrift Larger-scalebrighteningsprior to onsetoccurrednear 2 MLT at
speeds(Va) of about 20 keV particlesin the equatorialplane of 2009 UT (right top panel) similar to previous observations
a dipolefield (Va = 0.016L2 E km/s, whereL is theL value [Shepherdand Murphree, 1988]. The poleward expansionand
formation of a bulge occurs between 2009:13 and 2010:12 UT
and E the energy of the particle in kiloelectronvolts).
This event shows that there are clear cases where the time
from the location of previously existing AAFs on the peak of
between the first brightening and the explosive poleward main UV oval. Note that at 1 min time resolution there is no
motion can last as long as 13 min. It also showsthat there is an evidence in this case lbr a fading of arcs prior to onset as has
been observed on other occasions [Pellinen and Heikkila,
additionalfactor which triggersthe onset after the formation of
the AAFs. These precursorsAAFs may be similar to the forms 1978]. The AAFs at 2 MLT also brightenalong with the bulge
indicating a similar and large scale process extending over
reportedby Untiedtet al. [ 1978] prior to substormexpansion.
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Plate2. (a) Imagesshowing
AAFs,omegabands
andsubstorm
onsetduringa doubleovaleventonNovember

24, 1986between
2005:15
and2014:10
UT. TheAAFsintensify
alongwiththeonsetindicating
theirclose
connection
withthesubstorm
process.EveryonehourMLT is shownbeginning
with 22. Thelatitudelines

are55, 70, and80 CGMlat.Alsoshown
areseveral
ground
station
fieldof views.(b) Imagesbetween
2017:29and2027:45UT showing
a poleward
boundary
(andembedded
arc systems)
movingsouthward
towardsthe AAFs westwardof the auroralsurgenearmidnight.22, 23, 0, and I MLT as well as 55 and70
CGMIat

are shown.

about 4 hours of local time. The AAFs propagateto the east
(2010:12 - 2014:10 UT) while the bulge expandsboth east and
west. At the same time omega bandscan be seen to move eastward at Tixie from 2005 to 2014 UT (the speedbetween2010
and 2014 UT for both of these was about I to 1.5 km/s). The
premidnight intensifications on the other hand showed some
evidence of more rapid westward movement.
At 2009

UT

the mode number was about 48 near the onset

location at the peak in the main UV oval. At the onset time
(2010 UT) this had increased to 96 near the onset, about 72 at
2-3 MLT but was only 24 at 5 MLT. After onset (2012:11 UT)
the mode number again decreased(36 near onset and 60 at 2 or
3 MLT). It further decreasedto 30 by 2014:10 UT at 2-3 MLT.
At the same

time

as this occurred

some wave-like

structures

mode number is about 60 at 2017 UT). Locally (at 21-23 MLT)
the poleward boundary of the aurora begins to retreat equatorward. At 0-1 MLT on the other hand a rapid poleward motion
occurs between 2019 and 2024 UT with a surge developing at
the west end of this motion. The spiral forms to the west of
surge drift eastward during this interval. These spirals wind up
counterclockwisewhen viewed in the direction of the magnetic
field (LH sense) as one might expect from an upward fieldaligned current perturbation [Hallinan, 1976]. Multiple arcs
aligned with the oval west of the surge and poleward of the
AAFs appear at this time and drift equatorward.These may be
triggered by processes in the plasma sheet boundary layer
(PSBL) activating and propagatingearthward. This is opposite
to the direction observed by Nielsen eta/. [ 1993] but is con-

with a mode number of about 20 were seen at the poleward sistentwith an earthwardmoving sourceactivatingperiodically
auroral boundary.
varying field-aligned current systems[Elphinstoneand Hearn,
Plate 2b illustratesthe further developmentof this substorm. 19931.
Magnetometer observations. Lovozero showed the onset of
AAFs can be seen westward of the surge (near 22-23 MLT the
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Plate 2. (continued)

weak Pi 2/Pi lB pulsationsbetween 2011 and 2012 UT in

agreement
with the explosiveonsetof the aurora.Note that the
precursoractivity did not give a clear signature.Increasesin
this pulsationamplitudewere seenat 2013-2014 UT, 20152016 UT, 2017 UT, 2022 UT, and 2033 UT. Figure 3 shows

the magnetometer
X and Y tracesfrom tbur stations.Tixie
(TIK) was located near the omega bandsat 5 MLT. Borok
(BOX) and Nurmijarvi (NUR) were equatorwardof the oval
with Borok near the onset location (23.5 MLT) and Nurmijarvi

to the west. Loparskaya(MMK) was locatedin the regionof
minimumintensitybetweenthe two ovals. Loparskaya,Tixie,
Nurmijarvi,and Borok were all situatedat local timesassociated with the westwardelectrojetbefore the onset.Ps 6 period
pulsationscan be seenat Tixie ill association
with the omega
bands.The periodobservedwas between6 and 10 min (1.5-3
mHz) with an amplitudeof about40 nT in the X component
and to a lesser extent in the Y component.Tixie was beneath

and equatorwardof the westwardelectrojetbut polewardof
main UV oval (X and Z componentsnegative).The pulsations
in the X componentleadsthe Y so they have a clockwisesense
(i.e., right-handed
(RH) polarization).This is consistent
with an
eastwardpropagation(the samemotion as that of the omega
bands)if pairedHall currentloopslie polewardof the station.

Borok station was located equatorward and just west of the
onset location (located outside of the view included by the
panel). Pulsations at 1.4 mHz (10 nT amplitude) were seen
mainly in the X comp, nent prior t- onset. At Nurmijarvi (west
of Borok) a similar frequency was seen. Some time after onset
multiple frequenciesin the I to 10 mHz range appearedat both
stations. At Nurmijarvi the Y component led X implying an
anticlockwise(left-handed (LH) polarization) and westwardpropagation sense. This is also consistentwith the motion of the
AAFs near this station. This direction is further confirmed by
delays between the high latitude stations which also imply a
westward direction (from MMK to Kevo to Kilpisjarvi).
Summary. As noted by Elphinstone and Hearn [1993] it
took more than 6 min for the substormbulge to reach the outermost oval (i.e., near the open-closedfield line region) and the
inner and outer regions were unaffecteduntil 2017 UT. This
was a double oval onset with the onset beginningat the peak of
the main UV oval during a time of enhanced ring current.
Long-periodpulsationswere seen both near the onset location
(in association with AAFs) and near the omega bands. The
motion was westward at preonsetlocal times but eastward propagation occurred postmidnight.The mode number was again
observedto change to higher values close to the onset time. A
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Figure 3. X and Y ground magnetic field data for TIK, MMK, BOX, and NUR for the event in Plate 2.
Long-period pulsationsare evident.

lower wavenumber was seen in the morning in combination

with a higher frequency.The observedspeedis fairly consistent
with a frequencyof 1.4 mHz and a mode numberof 24. In the
magnetospherethis would be a speedof about 2L to 3L km/s
or quite similar to the first example shown in this paper. Note
that in this case however the mode number and frequencies
were quite different. AAFs were seen both west and east of
onset. Once the disturbancereached the most poleward edge
new arc systemsdrifted equatorwardtoward the AAFs.
2.3 Substorm During the Recovery Phase of a Previous Substorm: Orbit 1177 (September 23, 1986)
This event shows the recovery phase of one substorm
(characterized by the double oval configuration) superimposed
on dayside growth phase activity which shifts to the nightside,
eventually being associatedwith an AAF onset.
Geophysical conditions. This event occurredduring a storm
which began in association with a large solar wind pressure
change on the previous day. The Dst was less than -40 nT for
12 hours previous to the beginning of the event at about 2030

104%, respectively. The first could have played an active role
in the developmentof the fan arcs and the brighteningof the
nightside arcs systems. This would imply a time delay from
the satellite to the low-latitude nightsideof 12.5 min. It seems
unlikely thereforethat the secondpressurepulse had any influence on the night sector until about 2059 UT.
Auroral and magnetic observations. Plate 1 in Elphinstone
et al. [1991a] illustratedthe daysideprecursorfollowed by the
developmentof the fan arcs and the substormonset deeply
embeddedwithin the closed field line region. Plate 3 in the
current paper focusseson the temporal developmentof the

nightsidesectorbetween2043 and 2056 UT. In the upperleft
panel at 2043:51 LIT a "quiet" double oval can be seen with
one set of arcs at about 70 CGMlat

and the main

UV

oval

at

UT. The A U index reached more than 200 nT, while the AL

about 63 Mlat. In the next panel at 2047:49 UT a region spanning about 2 hours local time in the morning sector has
brightenedto form a set of AAF intensifications(rn is about
72). The bright region to the far west at 1 MLT is the region
which eventually forms into a WTS. Over the next 5 min the
wavelengthof the disturbancechangesfrom rn = 72 (2047:49
UT) to rn = 96 (2049:47 UT) and back again to rn = 48

index was in recovery from a -800 nT substormwhich beganat

(2050:47 UT).

about

An interestingchange takes place at 2051:46 UT near 1.5
MLT. At this time there is a division between the newly form-

1830

UT.

It recovered

to about -100

nT at which

time

the event in questionresulted in a new 750 nT decrease.
IMP 8 was located at XGs•.= 33 Re, YGs•.= -11.9 Re, and
Zas•.= -13.6 Re. IMF Bz turned negative briefly at 2027 UT
and then for an extendedtime after 2029 UT. With an average
speed of 660 km/s one might expect the first Bz change at the
subsolarpoint at about 2031 UT and the second by 2033 UT.
The prenoonsector aurora turned on briefly at 2031:18 UT and
then again at 2038 UT at which time fan arcs developed in an
antisunwardand poleward direction reaching --4 MLT by 2043
UT [Elphinstoneet al., 1991a]. The first brighteningnear the

ing intensificationand the region to the east. Between2051:46
and 2053:45 UT the disconnection becomes very clear and

results in the arc systemfurthest to the east (2 MLT) lying
equatorwardof the substormbulge region (1 MLT). This
apparentseparationmovesabout0.5 MLT over 119 s indicating
an eastwardvelocity of 3.2 km/s on the ground (at 63 Mlat).
At

the same time

as this occurs

the auroral

"horn"

forms

to

the west of the I MLT activation and by 2053:45 UT a welldevelopedWTS has appeareddeeply embeddedin the closed
nightsideonsettook placejust prior to 2047:29UT. LMF By field line region. The westward motion began coincident with
was negative and Bx positive consistent with the observed Lovozero and Borok ground magnetometersregistering Pi 2
activity (see below). It may be that the eastwardmotionof the
morning sector polar arcs. There were numerous solar wind
pressure changes throughout this time which had an average split coincides with the downward current of the substorm
solarwinddensityof 4.6 cm-3. Thesechanges
weretypically current wedge (SCW) and the surge with the upward portion.
If this is the case then we can identify the very fu'st indication
about 15% except for two notable exceptionsat 2034-2035 UT
and at 2046-2047 UT where the pressurechangedby 90% and of the SCW to be an ionosphericregion which is about380-500
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Plate3. Imageson September
23, 1986,between2043:51and2055:44UT whichshowAAFsdeveloping
prior
to strongPi 2 activityandsubstorm
expansion.The lastpanelshowsAAFs can be periodicallyspacedauroral
spirals.

km across(i.e., not a pointlike event). This is consistentwith
the initial substormwedge size reportedby Baumjohannet al.
[1981].
At the time of the main Pi 2 onset (2051-2052 UT) the AAF
intensificationscover a local time range from 23.5 MLT to
about 6 MLT. At 2052:46 UT (between 2 and 3 MLT) the
mode number is about 100 while slightly later it is has reduced

to reach the outermost system of arcs (probably associatedwith
the PSBL). This shows that it is incorrect to attribute the substorm bulge to a distortion of the separatrix between open and
closed field lines as has previously been proposed [Lyons,
1991].
As in the previous event, the mode number (the number of
wavelengths in 2n rad) increased towards onset time (rn =
to about50 (2055:44 UT). All-sky cameradata at Loparskaya 100) and decreasedafter (nz - 50). The Pi 2 pulsation seen at
registeredactivations at about 2019, 2036, and 2050 UT (coinLovozerois l,H elliptically polarizedin the azimuthaldirection
ciding with some pulsationsin the Pi 2 range) with breakup and changes frequency l¾om 18 mHz (when m = 84) to 6.8
occurringat 2052-2053 UT (A. Yahnin, private communication, mHz (when rn = 48). The implied velocity changesfrom 8.6L
1994).
to 5.7L km/s (3.9 to 2.6 km/s at 63 Mlat). This is consistent
Summary. The southwardturning of Bz combined with a
with the directly observed velocity but is a higher frequency
pressurepulse probably resultedin the fan arcs prior to onset. than the previous examples. At 6 Re this would correspondto
This auroral pattern spreadfrom about 9 MLT to the region of
a speedof 30-50 km/s. This shouldbe the approximatespeedat
onset over about a 10-min period. It may be linked to wave
which the disturbanceand the current wedge is growing azimuactivity within the magnetosphericcavity associatedwith the thally.
In this case a well-defined
WTS formed on the main UV
solar wind pressurepulse. At this time, AAFs appearedclose to
midnight. These occurredprior to the main Pi 2 activity on the oval deeply embedded within the closed field line region.
ground. The onset again began from the peak in the main UV
Spiral forms were associatedwith each of the azimuthally
oval during a double oval event (i.e., recoveryphaseof a previ- spaced intensifications. The senseof these spirals is opposite
ous substorm),and the resulting bulge took about 5 to 10 min
to that of the flow vorticity in a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
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associatedwith an upward field-aligned current. It is in the
correct senseto what one would expect from the magneticvorticity associatedwith the upward current[Hallinan, 1976].

2,4 Quiet Time Substorm After Large Growth Phase and
Magnetospheric Compression:Orbit 0842 (July 24, 1986)
A coronal streamerpassedthe Earth some hours prior to the
event but did not triggerthe substorm/storm. Instead,IMF Bz
turns southwardand strong growth phase activity is seen in the
auroraprior to an AAF onset. CCE is locatedin the local time
sector of onset and can be used to compare various optical
observationswith their high altitude signatures.
Geophysical conditions. For this event the IMP 8 satellite
was located at XosE= 19 Rtr, YosE= 27 Rtr, and Zos•.= -11 Rtr.
Between 1640 and 2106 UT there were five major solar wind
pressureincreaseswhich altered the pressureby a factor of 5.4
by 1944 UT comparedto what it was at 1500 UT. Image data
taken after the first impulse indicated a relatively quiet auroral
distribution. During this interval, IMF Bz was generally northward although there were three intervals of about 1 hour each
when Bz became southward. At the time of thesechangesthe
total magnetic field was anticorrelatedwith the pressurebut
gradually increasedtowards2300 UT. A. T. Y. Lui et al. (An
auroral substorm on July 24, 1986, submitted to Journal of
GeophysicalResearch, 1995) (hereinafterLui et al., submitted
manuscript,1995) interpretedthis first pressurechangeas being
due to a coronal

streamer.

For this first interval

the IMF

was

in an away garden hose configurationwhile after the pressure
changeshad occurredit was in a towardssectororientation.
Closer to the time period of interesthere (--2200-2300 UT)
the average solar wind speed was 380 km/s, and the total B
field was about 15 to 20 nT. IMF Bz turnednegative at 2157
UT and became increasingly negative until about 2240 UT
when it was less than -20 nT. After the time when IMF Bz
became southward there was a solar wind pressuredecreaseand
then increasebetween 2221 and 2225 UT. This corresponded
to about a 50% change in solar wind pressure. When this
occurred the total magnetic field was correlated with the pressure rather than anticorrelated (as was the case in the more

major changespreviously). This was followed by three other
pulseswith changesof =20% at 2232, 2245, and 2252 UT. The
primary difference betweenthe time period 2200-2300 UT and
the previous times was that the IMF polar angle was directed
strongly southward.
The Dst had been close to zero for about 2 days previousto
this event. It began a positive excursionat about 1600 UT
reaching +40 nT by 2000 UT at which time it began to
decrease,going negativeby 2300 UT. This seemsto be closely
related to a compressionof the magnetosphereat this time
which would enhance the magnetopausecurrents and cause a
positiveexcursionin the Dst.
The A U index

which

had been less than about 50 nT for the

previous24 hoursthen beganto increaseat about 1600 UT. It
reached a plateau (=100 nT) by about 1830 UT. After 2000
UT it began a gradual decreaseto about 50 nT by 2200 UT.
This seems to fit relatively well with the observedchangesto
the solar wind pressureover the previous 7 hours when the
IMF was in a garden hose away configuration.After this time,
A U begana slow increaseand then increasedabruptlyat 2220
UT to over 300 nT.

The index then decreased to about 170 nT

by 2244 UT before a new increaseat about the time of substorm

onset.

The AL index was quiet (>-100 nT) for 9 hours prior to a

OF SUBSTORM

ONSET

minimum <-200 nT) which occurred beginning at about 2221
UT and reached its minimum value by 2236 UT. Another
abrupt change occurred at 2300 UT which resulted in an AL
index of <-700 nT by 2330 UT. It appearsthat even though
there were very large pressurechangestaking place before 2200
UT thesedid not trigger a large substormand only resultedin
changesto the eastwardelectrojetsystem. The first changeto
the AL index at 2220 UT seemsrelatively consistentwith the
IMF Bz turningsouthwardand appearsto be a precursorto the
subsequentauroral activations.
Auroral and magnetic observations. Viking auroral data
for this event are shown in Plate 4.

As mentioned

elsewhere

[Elphinstoneet al., 1991a; Lui et al., submittedmanuscript,
1995] this onsetwas precededby auroralactivationsin the prenoon sector beginning at 2236 UT. This is consistentwith the
50% change in solar wind pressurewhich occurred at about
2221 UT. In the first panel of Plate 4 the first signsof the
AAFs can be seen between 2 and 4 MLT.

Over the next 2 to 3

min the form at 3 MLT can be seenmoving eastwardand the
mode number is about 48 (i.e., at 2252:35 UT five regionsof
enhancedluminousityexist between2 and 4 MLT corresponding to four waves and a mode number of about 48). The forms
became more active by 2255 UT and had spread to almost 0
MLT by 2257 UT. The whole dawn auroral oval appearsto
have intensified by this time. The mode number increasedto
about 60.

At 2259:39 UT an auroral brightening appeared in the
westernmostportion of the image and the aurora between0 and
1.5 MLT has faded (this exampleis consistentwith the Pellinen
and Heikkila [1978] observations). The auroral activation
moved

towards

intensified.

the east and between

2300:39

and 2301:40

LIT

Also at this time, the AAFs between 2 and 5 MLT

have intensified. The main brighteningspannedabout I hour
local time and faded by 2303:41 UT. A new intensification

occurred by 2304:41 UT and resulted in a definite poleward
motion of the aurora.

After this the mode number decreased to

about 24 (see the last two panelsof Plate 4).
If one usesthe first auroral arc brighteningas substormonset
then this would probably have occurred some time between

2254 and 2257 UT. If a major brighteningis the defining
characteristic

then the time would

be 2301:40

UT.

If instead

one uses the start of the poleward motion then the time would

be between2304 and 2306 UT. The time of onsetcould vary
in this example over 12 min depending on which onset
definition is used.Lovozeroregisteredthe beginningof weak Pi
1 pulsationsat 2250 UT which increasedin amplitudeat 22542255 UT, again at 2302 UT and again at 2304-2305 UT. Note
that the associatedpattern is quite different in each case.
The large circles in Plate 4 representgroundstationfield of
views at Sodankyla,Murmansk, and Dixon (45 zenith angle
field of views at 120 km altitude). The magnetometerdata
from these stationsare shown in Figure 4. The left panels
show the X componentchange beginning at about 2222 UT.
This is mostly stronglyseenat the more eastwardstationswith
the other stationsnot respondingas strongly.The pulsationsat
Dixon in the X componenthad a frequencyof about2.2 mHz
beforeand 3.2 mHz after 2301 UT. The Y componentshowed
a slightly higher frequencyof about 2.8 mHz.
CCE

observations.

Also

shown

in

Plate

4

are

the

Tsyganenko[1987, 1989] field model projectionsof the CCE
high-altitudespacecraft(apogeeat about8.8 Re ). These show
that the spacecraftwas locatedin the vicinity of the AAFs near
2 MLT. The fact that the mappingsput the spacecraftpole-
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Plate 4. Imageson July24, 1986,between2250:34and2305:42UT illustrating
the growthphaseevolutionof
AAFs. The upperleft panelshowsthe projection
of CCE into the ionosphere
usingT87, T89 models. The
secondpanelshowsthe locationsof the threegroundstationsshownin Figure4.

ward of the auroral zone is an indicationof just how stretched
the field configurationis at that time. This is supportedby
CCE magneticfield observations.In order to get the projected
locationof CCE closeto the oval it was necessaryto move the
inner edge (X•v) of the current sheetinward by 2 Re, increase
the tail current by 2, increasethe ring current by a factor of
1.25 and thin the current sheetdown to 0.5 Re. This indicates
that for this event the tail becameextremelystretched
just prior
to onset and that static statisticalmagnetic field models were
not applicable at this time.
The CCE

ion data for this event have been studied in some

2254:34

UT, while the second occurred over the next 20 s. In

the auroral data this c•incided with the general brightening of
the AAFs near 2 to 3 MI.T (images at 2254:36 UT and
2255:37). During this interval the 0.35 keV electron fluxes
showed pulsationsnear 35 mHz (29 s).
The soft spectrumcontinueduntil 2301 UT at which time the
spectrumhardenedslowly over a 20-s time period, again with
no density change. After this time the field began to dipolarize, the spectrum continued to harden until a dramatic change
occurred

between

2304:15

and

2305:15

UT.

At

2304:15

to

2304:30 UT the electrondensity droppedby an order of magnidetail by Lui et al. (submittedmanuscript,1995) and the elec- tude and the shape of the electron energy spectrum was very
tron data are shown in Figure 5. If one usesthe ion injection flat between 0.1 and 4 keV. During this interval the number
as a definition of substorm onset then this occurs at 2301 UT
density increased once abrupdy at 2304:55 UT but then
correspondingto the brighteningof the AAFs and just after the decreasedagain. The fluxes recoveredcompletely at 2305:15
larger intensification near midnight. The electron data show UT. This time period coincided well with the third definition
that, approximately correspondingto the appearanceof the of substormonset which initiated the poleward motion and the
AAFs, there was a softeningof the electronspectrumwhile the beginningof substormexpansion. At 2304:15 UT there was a
overall density remainedunchanged. The flux changefor elec- strong change in the pitch angle distributionof the 4 keV
trons of energies > I keV occurred in two steps. The first electrons. The fluxes which were at pitch anglesaway from 90
change was an order of magnitude decrease in 150 ms at deg droppedby a factor of 4 over 6 s leavinga pancake-shaped
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Figure 4. X and Y groundmagneticfield data for DIK, MMK, and SOD for the eventin Plate4. Long-period
pulsationsare evident.

distribution limited to that particular energy. This was the initiation of the flux dropout associatedwith the substormexpansion on the ground. The field further dipolarizedat this time.
Events of this type have previously been noted [Lui et al.,
1992] in associationwith currentdisruptionsin the tail.
Summary. Very large pressurechangesin the solar wind
were insufficient to trigger a major substormwhen the IMF
polar angle was northward. It was only after the combination
of a pressurechange with the IMF directed dominantly southward was the storrrdsubstormtriggered. The AL index was
driven by the IMF Bz southwardturningwhile the A U appeared

to be controlled by both the pressureand the IMF polar angle.
The first auroral activity was seen on the dayside at a time consistentwith the pressurechange and then propagatedtoward the
nightside [Elphinstone et al., 1991a]. The AAF activations
appearedafter this on the nightsideand were related to both the
enhanced westward electrojet (presumably due to the IMF Bz
being southward) and to solar wind pressurechanges. It was
only after IMF Bz turned southwardand anotherpressurepulse
occurredthat a major substormwas triggered. The unloading
aspect of the event did not begin until 1 hour after Bz had
turned southwardand occurredin conjunctionwith a precursor
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Figure 5. CCE electron number flux versusuniversaltime in the vicinity of the azimuthally spacedauroral
forms (AAFs). The center energy of each channel is shown for each plot. The vertical line show times of
interest

based on the auroral

data of Plate 5.
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growth of azimuthal wavelike structuresin the early morning
sector aurora. These may have been triggered by a compressional wave propagatingwithin the magnetosphericcavity after
the last pressurepulse. The AAFs had a time-dependentmode
number and they propagatedtoward the east (sunward). They
were accompaniedby ground magneticpulsationsin the Pc 5
range which also propagatedeastward and began at about the
same time as the AAFs.
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date flux transfer events (FTEs) and morning sector fan arcs
[Elphinstone et al., 1993b]. The dayside auroral distribution

indicatedan IMF By negativeconfigurationwith the morning
sectoroval near noon being displacedpoleward of the dusk sector aurora. Plate 5 shows the nightside auroral distribution
between

0745

and

0830

UT.

In

this event

there

were

four

separateauroral activations which occurred in the night sector
prior to a well-defined substormonset beginningat 0829 UT.

This example shows the ambiguity in onset time based on
different definitions whether at high altitude or on the ground.
Optically, three separatedefinitionscould have been used. The
first would be the time of the first arc brightening. This would
lead to problemsin defining what local time to confineoneself
to. The seconddefinition would be the time of large brighten-

Theseoccurredat 0730, 0747, 0811, and 0820 UT with finally

keV electrons.

ward arcs of the double

a major optical onset occurring at 0829 UT.
The secondintensification began at 0744 UT with a bifurcation and brighteningof an arc systemnear 20 MLT. This consistedof a rapidly moving eastwardintensificationon the most
equatorwardor main UV oval (top left panels of Plate 5). By
ing near midnight which beganprior to 2300 UT. This began 0751 UT this intensificationhad begun to fade. At 0800 UT
slightly earlier than the dispersionlessinjection seen at CCE. the main auroral arc systems formed a continuous band (with
The latter signature was probably associatedwith the AAFs intensity variations) between 21 and 0 MLT and seemed to be
activating near 2 to 3 MLT. The third definition correspondsto coincident with the poleward edge of the auroral distribution.
the major polewardmotionwhich is tollowed by a well-defined By 0808 UT, however, the auroral distributionhad again split
optical expansivephase, by westwardelectrojetsactivating and into two distinct regions. A new activation began at 0811 UT
by electron distribution function and density changesat CCE from the west and originated from the poleward edge of the
altitudes.
most equatorwardset of arcs. Over the next 10 rain the activaObservationsat CCE showed that the three different periods tion did not reach the most poleward system as a substorm
optically coincided with three distinct electron signatures at bulge but by 0818:57 UT arc systemsconnectedthe two ovals
(near 21 MLT).
high altitude:
1. A very abrupt softening of the electron spectrum was
Then at 0820 UT a new arc system brightenedagain from
observed with no electron density change.
the west towards the east (last panel of third row in Plate 5).
2. A nearly dispersionlession injection was observedafter This system then developed into a westward traveling spiral
the brighteningwas seento the west and a gradual hardeningof form which lay deeply embedded within the closed field line
the electron spectrumoccurred over a 20-s period. Again no region. (This spiral form can be seenin the lower left panels
electron density change was seen.
of Plate 5 as a localized bright spot near 21 MLT on the most
3. An order of magnitude change to the electron density equatorwardoval. Using different resolutionthis activation can
occurredwhich was accompanied
by a flat shapeto the electron clearly be seen to be a spiral form.) >From an all-sky camera
energy spectrumbetween 0.1 and 4 keV. This was preceded view this form would probably be labeled a WTS. This spiral
by a change to a trappedpancake-shapeddistributionin the 4 moved westward and arc systemsmoved up to the most poleoval.

At the same time at 0828

UT

a

new auroral system brightenedto the east. This developedinto
a major optical substormbeginningat 0829 UT (defined by a
2.5 Substorm After 40 Min of Onset Precursors: Orbit 0855
substormbulge which envelopes the entire latitudinal extent of
(July 27, 1986)
the auroral distribution at midnight). AAFs were observed in
Multiple eastward-moving
arc brighteningsduring a double the onsetregion between0828 and 0830 UT (see also Plate 9).
oval distributionculminatewith an AAF onset. These optical
High- and low-altitude satellite observations. In addition
observations
are comparedwith onsetsignaturesat geosynchro- to the auroral data both low- and high-altitudesatellite observanous altitudes.
tions were available. In Plate 5, specific points along the
Geophysicalconditions.The Dst was at about-20 nT prior DMSP-F7 trajectoriesfor two orbits are shown by small circles
to this event but dropped briefly (for about 2 hours) to -40 nT near 22 MLT. These points correspondto the CGM coordiafter the main auroral onset near 0830 UT. Both the AL and
natesof the satellite tootprint at 120 km altitude in the northern
A U were activethroughout
the timeperiodbetweenthe July 24 hemisphereand correspondto boundariesdeterminedusing the
event (see above), and this one which occurred at about 0800

UT on July 27, 1986. Between 0700 and 0800 UT the A U
index was less than 100 nT, but shortly after 0800 UT it
increasedreaching more than 400 nT by about 0930 UT. The

neural network of Newell et al. [1991].

The field model used

was Tsyganenko[ 1987] (T87) with Kp = 3. The path at earlier
local times correspondsto the oval crossingbetween 0736 and
0745 UT while the other one correspondsto a southern hemiAL index remainedgreaterthan -200 nT up until 0830 UT at spherecrossingbetween0815 and 0820 UT.
which time it begana decreasewhich peakedat about-1600 nT
Three points are labeled in the earlier crossing. The most
by about 0930 UT. There was no IMF available for this event.
poleward point (labeled 1 in Plate 5) correspondsto the most
Auroral observations. The dayside auroral distribution poleward extent of the upward field-aligned current and the
became active first near 14 MLT at about 0647 UT.
The
low-altitude boundary plasma sheet (LABPS).
This
activity began somewhatlater in the morning sector and an correspondsrelatively well to the poleward edge of the double
auroral activation occurred on the main UV oval at about 0715
oval. Point 2 in Plate 5 shows the location of the poleward
to 0716 UT. This activity was not evident in the AL, AU, or edge of the low-altitude central plasma sheet (LACPS) as well
Dst indices. Between0730 and 0737 UT auroralbrightenings as the poleward edge of the region 2 field-aligned current. In
occurredin the 21 to 0 MLT sector.By 0730 UT a doubleoval this example the poleward portion of the LACPS alternateswith
distributionhad developedalong with 14 MLT spirals,candi- two additional LABPS signatures. This is consistentwith the
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Plate 5. Imageson July 27, 1986, between0745:40 and 0830:03 UT illustratingthe multiple intensifications
which lead up to an AAF substormonset. 21, 0 and 3 MLT are shown. The small white circles(points 1 to 8)
representparticle boundariesseen by DMSP-F7 (projectedto the northernhemisphereat 120 km altitude in
CGM coordinates). Points 1 I(, 3 correspondto observationsbetween 0739 and 0745 UT. Points 4 to 8 were

acquiredfrom 0815 to 0818 UT. The corresponding
legendis shownat the top of the Plate. The largecircles
show from left to righi the T87 projectionsof the 1984-129, GOES 6 and GOES 5 satellites.

arc systems observed in the main UV oval at this time and

plasma sheet. The most poleward arcs occur just equatorward
of a velocity dispersed ion signature (VDIS) which may
represent the mapping of the high-altitude plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL). For this example the average energy and
energy flux of the electronsshowed two peaks correspondingto
oval.
the two active regions of the double oval. The ions showed a
The two sourceregions for the discretearcs are further sub- monotonic increase in energy and energy flux up to the inner
stantiatedfor the southernhemispherecrossingnear 0815 UT edge of the central plasma sheet (point 7 in the Plate 5) at
(Plate 6). For this crossingthere are two distinct auroral arc which time they both began to decrease.
The Viking spacecraftpassedover the auroral zone closer to
regions one near the poleward boundary(0817:20 to 0818:17
UT and points 4 and 5 in Plate 5) and anotherembeddedwithin
3 MLT (point 0 in Plate 5). This point shows the location at
the LACPS precipitation between 0816:29 and 0816:50 UT
which Viking recorded the poleward boundaryof about 5-keV
(points6 and 7). Theseobservations
correspond
approximately ions indicating this is a reasonablelocation for the closed field
to the auroraldata shownin the last two panelsof the third row
line boundary in the morning sector. This correspondsto the
in Plate5. Theselow-latitudearcsoccurat the polewardedge poleward edge of the faint double oval structurealso seen there.
of the regionwherethe ionshavean energydispersionto lower
The above observationssupport the contention that the subenergy as one moves equatorward. This location probably storm onset is originating within the region 2 field-aligned
correspondsto the inner edge of the high-altitude central current system, near the Earth, probably close to the inner por-

showsthere are two distinct sourceregionsfor discreteauroral
arcs. Point3 showsthe locationof the equatorward
edgeof the
LACPS and the region 2 field-alignedcurrent. This matches
reasonablywell with the equatorwardedge of the main UV
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Plate 6. DMSP-F7 spectrogram
showingtwo sourcesof discreteauroralarcs. The mostpolewardsystemlies
at the inneredgeof the VDIS while the otherone lies at the polewardedgeof wherethe ion energybeginsto
decreasewith decreasinglatitude. The latter is associatedwith substormonset.

tion of the tail current sheet. Since the inner edge of the central plasma sheet is not a sharp boundary this location
correspondsto the tailward portion of this inner edge. In addition to the low-altitude

observations

them are also observations

from three geosynchronousorbit satellites. These have been
projectedto the ionosphereusing the T87 field model (Kp = 3)
and are shown as large circles in Plate 5.
The Los Alamos satellite 1984-129 was locatedin an optimal
local time to record changes associatedwith these activations.
On the basisof this and the satellite 1982-019 severalinjection
eventshave been identified before and during the imaging interval. At satellite 1982-019, electron injection events were seen
at 0643

and 0716

UT.

The

latter

event

was also seen as a

moderate proton injection event in the 21 MLT sector (1984129). This event was associatedwith the first intensification on
the main UV oval from which a double oval configuration
developed by about 0730 UT. The auroral activations which
appearedon the main UV oval between 0730 and 0737 UT and
again at 0746 UT were also associatedwith small electron
injectioneventsat 1984-129. At 0752 UT a small protoninjection event

was seen.

It was not until

about

0835

UT

that a

major injection event in both the protons and electrons took

place at all the Los Alamos satellites.This proton event was
nearly dispersionlessin the 21 MLT sector (1984-129) but the
electroneventsall showeddispersivesignatures.This indicates
that the first events would not be classified as substorm onsets

basedon the particle injection definition but rather as pseudobreakups.The onsetat 0829 UT took place well eastwardof
1984-129 and remainedeastwardas it expanded.
GOES 5 and 6 providedmagneticfield observations
during
this event and their projectedlocationsput GOES 6 about 1.5
MLT eastward of the substorm onset location, while GOES 5

was closer to 3 MLT. These satellitesrecordedPi 2 activity in
the azimuthal field componentassociatedwith the event at 0748
UT. No dipolarizationwas seenat this time. The responseat
GOES 5 was delayedrelative to GOES 6 by between9 and 27
s indicating an eastwardpropagationspeed of about 700 to

2000 kndswhichis reasonablyconsistent
with Alfven speedsat
geosynchronousorbit. The other events were not noticeable at
either satellitewith the exceptionof the main onsetat 0829 UT.

For this eventa dipolarizationand Pi 2 activityoccurredsomewhat later at 0830

UT at GOES

6 and even later at GOES

5

(0845 UT). This is consistentwith the activationsmovinginto
the GOES 6 local time sectorbetween0829 and 0835 UT (see
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Plate 5). Thus using Pi 2 activity at geosynchronous
orbit altitude the first and last events might be consideredonsetswhile
the other eventsdid not registerin the morningsectorregion.
Summary. Dayside activity was followed by a nightside
auroralactivationwhich resultedin a doubleoval configuration.
During this configuration auroral activationswere observed
which began in the west near 20 MLT and progressedtoward

from 0310 to 0343 UT. During this time period, IMF Bz
turned from weakly negative to positive. At the end of the

the east.

ally led to a major optical substormonset. In this case each
event could be associatedwith a high-altitude substormonset
signature.

These occurred

in intervals

of 10 or 20 min and even-

tually led to an AAF onset and an auroral substorm. Each
activation had some but not necessarilyall of the characteristics
of a substorm(e.g., Pi 2 activity, WTS, poleward motion) but
would not have normally been classifiedas an optical substorm
onset. This is an example of multiple activationsgraduallyproviding conditionsunder which a major onsetcould begin.
These activations began near what is probably the tailward
portionof the inner edge of the centralplasmasheet(i.e., near
the inner edge of the cross tail current) and demonstratethat
there are two distinct sourcesfor discrete auroral arcs during a
double oval configuration. The onset appearedto begin within
the region 2 field-alignedcurrentin the dusk sector.
During the interval of periodic intensificationswhich led up
to a major optical substorm onset, weak particle injection
events took place at geosynchronous
orbit but no stronginjection event was observed even though a westward traveling
spiral did form deeply embeddedwithin the LACPS precipitation region. A major injection event was not observeduntil
some ten min after the onset at 0829

UT.

At local times to the

secondinterval (=0343 to 0350 UT) the total B field decreased
from about 6.5 nT to about 5.2 nT (20% change).
As describedbelow it appearsthat there were auroral intensificationson the main UV oval, roughly correspondingto each
of these intervals. Similar to the previous event these eventu-

Auroral

observations.

Plate 7 shows the auroral distribution

from 0313 to 0426 UT on April 16, 1986. The panelsin the
upper left show a double oval distributionwith the most poleward oval being most active. Between0313 and 0326 UT this
most polewardoval developsinto a large-scalestationarysurge
[Co88er and Elphinstone, 1992]. The surge form can clearly
be seenin the image at 0337:51 UT. Over the next 30 min this
most poleward system begins to lade leaving diffuse auroral
precipitationpoleward of the main UV oval at 0406 UT. The
main UV

oval on the other hand started out as a faint distribu-

tion but by 0406 UT was the main region of auroral activity.
Auroral activations on the main UV oval occurred at 0319,
0331, 0340, 0354, 0406, and 0430 UT (the last activation is not

shown in the Plate). The event at 0331 UT is clearly an AAF
intensification. Using a delay time of 5 to 11 min, three of the
pseudobreakups
can be linked to the discontinuityin the IMF
changing to a lower azimuth angle (i.e., towards dusk). The

east of onset dipolarization was observed to occur when the other events at 0331 and 0354 UT can be linked to the reverse
optical activity reachedthe local times of the C_•ES satellites. change.
The first event (0319 UT) had AAFs associated with it and
Some eastwardpropagatingmagneticpulsationactivity (azimuthally polarized) in the Pi 2 period range was observedto occur the activations moved eastward between 0320 and 0323 UT.
in association with the first auroral activation.
The second activation appears to have been linked to activity
which begins on the most poleward oval and moves equator2.6 Multiple Substorm Onsets With an Auroral Streamer ward. At 0321:45 UT, an arc system lies just equatorwardof
the most poleward oval. The more poleward systemfades and
Event: Orbit 293 (April 16, 1986)
This event is perhaps the most significant case study in this the newly formed "auroral streamer" remains attachedto the
paper. The data sets which overlap for this AAF onset allow most poleward systemat 22 MLT while drifting westward and
considerable information
about the onset location to be deterequatorwardat later local ames. By 0325:47 UT the most eastmined (see Table 1). The optical data show auroral dynamics ward end has reached the main UV oval which brightens a
which indicate an AAF onset can be influencedby more tail- small amount by 0328:28 UT. By 0331:08 UT an AAF has
dramatically intensified on the main UV oval (last panel of
ward processes.
Geophysical conditions. The Dst index decreasedfrom near second row in Plate 7). The associated mode number was
0 to about -20 nT late on April 15 and was increasingduring between 20 and 30.
By 0337:51 UT this brighteninghad disappearedand the stathis event (0320 to 0430 UT on April 16). Both the AL and A U
indices registereda substormbeginningat about 2300 UT on tionary surge form on the most polewardoval was well estaApril 15, 1986. The AL index reacheda peak at about 0000 blished. Between this time and 0340:31 UT an intensification
UT (=-400 nT), while AU showed a peak between0100 and on the main UV oval occurredjust eastwardof the stationary
0200 UT (= 150 nT). This event theretoretook place during the surgeform (also eastwardof the previousintensification). This
recovery phaseof a previoussubstorm. The AL index showed faded by 0347 UT and by 0354 UT a new intensification
a new onset (=-200 nT) beginningat about 0430 UT. The A U occurredin the region to the west (near 20 MLT)of the previous activation (last panel of third row). At this local time the
index did not responduntil about0500 UT.
There was no solar wind data lbr this event although there main UV oval was located near the poleward boundaryof the
was IMF. The IMF was in an away gardenhose configuration aurora. This faded by 0403:39 UT and was followed by the
with IMP 8 located at XCSE= 5.89 Re, YcsE= 33.95 Re, ZosE= next activation at about 0406 UT. This region of activity then
-14.17 Re. There were abrupt changesin the IMF azimuth moved west.
By 0425 UT (last panel) this activation had faded and the
angle between 0300 and 0410 UT. The changesinvolved a
rotation in the x-y GSM plane such that B,• abruptly became double oval was visible to the east. By 0430 a new activation
less negativeat about the same time as By increased(the had occurred (not shown). Each of these events might be
in that they were activationsin the evenazimuth angle changed from near 170 to 130 deg). This new labeled pseudoonsets
orientation

lasted

about

8 to

11 min

at which

time

the field

ing sectorwhich did not lead to a substormbulgeformation,

returned to its previous orientation. This occurred 3 times The AL index did not show a substormoccurringuntil the last
beginningat about 0311, 0335, and 0354 UT. The total field activation near 0430 UT.
High- and low-altitude satellite observations. This event
remained relatively unchangedduring the first two intervals
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Plate 7. Images on April 16, 1986 from 0315:23 to 0427:46 UT showing 5 auroral intensificationswhich lead
to substormonset. 22, 0 and 2 MLT are shownas well the projectionsof low- and high-altitudesatellites. The
large red circles represenithe NOAA 6 IB boundariestbr 80-250 keV protons (points 2 and 4 at 0349:14 UT)
and 30-100keV elecu'ons(points I and 3). The T87 projectionsof GOES 6, GOES 5 and 1982-019 (from left
to right) are shownas the white circles(points5, 6, and 7). The small white dots in the last panel in the second
row show boundariesbasedon DMSP-F7 particle observations.

has a rather unique conjunctionof satellitedata with the auroral
imagery. GOES 5 was located in the local time sectorof four
of these multiple intensifications,GOES 6 was further to the
west, and 1982-019 to the east. The projectionsof thesesatellites to the ionosphere(T87) is shown by the small white circles near 19, 22, and 1 MLT in Plate 7 (see the panel at
0319:04 UT for identification). The errors associated with
using the T87 versusT89 model are less than 1 deg Mlat for
these projections. Also shown in the third panel of the third
row in Plate 7 are the northern hemisphereprojections to 120
km altitude of particular points along the satellite track of the
Tiros NOAA 6 satellite (large red circles). The various points
are labeled in the panel at 0346:33 UT and the legend for these
points is shown in the left of that panel. Between 0326 and
0332 UT DMSP-F7 had an overflight near 23 MLT. Particle
boundaries based on a neural network [Newell et al., 1991] are
shown in the last panel of the secondrow (0331:08 UT).
The NOAA-6 observationsoccurred between 0349 (morning
sector traversal) and 0357 UT (evening traversal) and allow the

calculationof the isotropic boundaries(lB) for three separate
ranges of energetic protons. These points correspondto the
poleward boundary of the region where the perpendicularflux
exceeds the parallel flux of particles at 800 km altitude. The
IB location for the 100 keV electrons (point I in Plate 7) also
correspondsin this case to where the 30 to 80 keV precipitating
proton flux has droppedby a factor of 10 from its peak value.
The 80 to 250 keV proton fluxes also drop off near this point
(see Plate 8 below). In the magnetotail this should coincide
with a sharp transition to taillike field lines and probably
correspondsto the point where the pressurein the magnetotail
undergoesa rapid change. This location is near the peak in the
main UV auroral oval in the evening sector where the auroral
activations

occurred.

The 30 to 80 keV proton IB and the 100 keV electronIB lie
poleward of the main [_IV oval in the morning (point 4). In the
evening the 30 to 80 keV IB (point 2) is approximatelycoincident with the equatorwardedge of the main UV oval and is
equatorward of the onset or activation location. This asym-
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Plate 8. A closeup view of one image taken at 0349:14 UT from the event in Plate 7. The DMSP particle
boundariesare shown in each frame near midnight. As well variousNOAA-6 boundarieshave been labeled in
each panel. The following energetic particle boundariesare shown: (upper left) > 250 keV proton isotropic
boundary;(upper right) 80 to 250 keV proton isotropic boundary;(middle left) 30 to 80 keV proton isotropic
boundary;(middle right) peak in the 30 to 80 keV proton precipitation;(bottom left) > 100 keV electron isotropic boundary;(bottom right) location where the 80 to 250 keV proton fluxes changeabruptly. The onsetregion
is associatedwith the LACPS particle signatureand with energeticproton precipitation.(middle right panel). It
is aproximately coincident with the energetic electron isotropic boundary (in the lower left panel denoted by
IBe>100) and lies equatorward of the point at which the energetic proton precipitation changes drastically
(SLOPEp80-250). This latter boundaryis probably related to the location where dramatic pressurechanges
occur in the magnetotail.

Plate 8 shows the location relative to the auroral distribution
metry between the morning and evening sectorsillustrateswhat
appears to be a fundamentaldifference in the magnetospheric of some of the additional energetic boundariesassociatedwith
source locations tbr the main UV oval. This may be related to this event. Table 3 shows the locations of these boundaries
the difference sense of region I and 2 field-aligned currents projected to 120 km altitude in the northern hemisphereusing
between these sectors.
both the T87 and the T89 magnetospheric
models (Kp 3). Also
The 100-keV electron lB location is approximatelycoincident shown are the projectionsof thesepoints to the equatorialplane
with the main UV oval and the site of auroral activation.
It
of the magnetosphere.Table 3 shows that the higher-energy
should be noted, however, that there was a secondarypeak in protons become trappedequatorwardof the lower-energyones
precipitating30- to 100-keV electronscoincidingwith the ener- and that the energetic electrons are trapped significantly polegetic proton (30 to 80 keV) peak flux. At lower auroral-type ward of any of the proton lB locations. The mapping to the
energies the main UV oval and onset location coincideswith Earth's equatorial plane is dependenton which model is used.
the LACPS region with the more polewardoval being LABPS The T89 model generally places the points tailward and more
precipitation(see the DMSP trajectory). The averageenergyof towardsthe fwwlanks than does the T87 model. The peak prothe LACPS region just east of onset was 1.8 keV for the elec- ton precipitation(30 to 80 keV) and all of the IB proton locatrons and 9.2 keV for the ions.
tions occur earthward of Xos• = -7.5 Rlr mdependentof the
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Table 3. NOAA 6 EnergeticParticleBoundaries
CGM

Boundary

Energy
Range(keV)

Particle
Type

80

Mlat

T87

Mlt

T89

xGSM

yGSM

xGSM

yGSM

Morning
IB
IB
IB
Peak flux

>250
80-250
30-80
30-80

p
p
p
p

undefined

.....

65.6

2.74

-5.4

-4.7

-6.5

-5.7

65.9

2.65

-5.7

-4.7

-7

-5.9

66.0

2.58

-6.0

4.7

-7.5

-6.0

Slope

80-250

p

66.9

2.21

-7.6

-4.6

-11.6

-7.4

>100

e

66.6

2.36

-6.9

-4.6

-9.7

-6.8

22.1

-5.0

2.4

-5.6

2.6

22.1

-5.1

2.3

-5.7

2.6

22.2

-5.3

2.3

-6.0

2.6

22.2

-5.4

2.3

-6.1

2.6

lB

Evening

IB
IB
IB
Peak flux

>250
80-250
30-80
30-80

p
p
p
p

63.4
63.5
63.8
63.9

Slope

80-250

p

65.8

22.7

-6.6

1.9

-9.7

2.7

e

65.4

22.6

-7.0

2.0

-8.3

2.6

lB

> 1O0

p, proton; e, electron.

model employed. The IB electronboundaryin the eveningsector is mappedto betweenXosM= -7.0 and -8.3 Re. This indicates that the auroral activation

and the main UV

oval near sub-

stom onset appearsto be mapping earthward of the point at
which the mapping to the magnetospherebecomesvery unreliable. The region of rapidly changingproton fluxes is somewhat
more variable indicating it is in a region heavily influencedby
the strengthand configurationof the cross-tailcurrent.
Sergeevet al. [1983] showedthat pitch angle scatteringof
particles with a rigidity G in a stretchedfield configuration
(with radius of curvature Rc ) would occur such that the loss

cone of these particles would be filled when •c was less than
about 6 to 8 (•c = Rc/G).

For •c values less than this one

would thereforeexpect to see similar perpendicularand parallel
fluxes. This method for predicting the lB proton location has
recently been testedand found to be reasonablysuccessful[Sergeev et al., 1993]. The auroralactivationsthereforeare occurring poleward of this •:= 8 proton boundary. It should be
noted, however, that this condition for pitch angle scatteringis
a steady state one and that time variationscan also affect the
breakdown of adiabaticity.
The observation that the 80- to 250-keV proton fluxes
decreasemarkedly at about or just poleward of the > 100-keV

electronIB locationis consistent
with an abrupttransitionfrom
dipolar and ring current populationsto a much more taillike
configurationassociatedwith the crosstail current.This occurs
just poleward of the auroral activation(see Plate 8) and eastward of the projectionof the GOES 5 spacecraft(the white
point labeled5 in Plate 7). The implicationof the aboveobservationsis that the peak in the main UV oval in the evening sector where onset is occurring is equatorwardof this transition
region. The observationsfrom the GOES 5 satellite further
confirm this suggestion.
GOES

5 was located in the same local time sector as NOAA

6. The T89 model can reproducethe ionosphericlocationof the
proton IB using a slightly stretchedKp 3 model (by increasing
the tail current by a factor of 1.19) or a slightly dipolarized Kp
= 4 model (by decreasingthe tail current by a factor of 0.89).
The matching is performed assumingthat the IB location is

governedby the amountof pitchanglescattering
in a stretched
field configuration.This matchingimpliesthat the field inclination near the lB equatoriallocationwas properlyreproduced
using these models. The ionosphericproton lB location was
embeddedwith the LACPS precipitationregion and lay closer

to its equatorward
edge. This impliesthatsomeof the LACPS
precipitation
was occurringon dipolarlike field lines. The IB
boundaryof 30- to 100-keV electronson the other hand
occurredin the centerof the LACPS precipitation,the main UV
oval and the location

of the auroral activations.

The variations of the magnetic field at both GOES 5 and 6
are shown in Figure 6. The components shown are
Hte, Hœ, Ht,, and Htotalwhich correspondto eastward, earthward, parallel and total fields respectively. On the right side of
the figure the data from GOES 5 is presentedand vertical lines
have beendrawn at 0319, 0340, 0406 and 0430 UT corresponding to four of the auroral activations noted above. The last
three of these events show a clear stretching followed by a
dipolarization of the field at the time of the auroral activations.
(The stretching is indicated by a decrease in Ht, and an
increasein Hœ while the reverse holds for the dipolarization).
The first event showsa lessclear dipolarization.
It is interesting to note that the dipolarization was very
abrupt for the 0340 UT event but Hte (eastward) began to
changesignificantlybefore this time. The parallel component
beganto increaseat 0342:20 UT, and the earthwardcomponent
beganto decreaseat 0341:55 UT, but the eastwardcomponent
began to change a full minute earlier at 0340:21 UT. This
component for both the 0340 and 0406 UT events first showed
an impulse increase in magnitude by about 20 nT which was
then followed by an exponentialdecay lastingaboutthe 20 min
until the next event. The decay time of this impulse was about
20 min (i.e.. the time ibr the field to fall oft' to e-I of the initial
impulse). The dipolarization was finished in about 5 min after
which the field underwenta new periodof stretching.
It is also noteworthythat the total field was increasingover
this interval and that the parallel component of the field was
significantly greater for the event at 0406 UT and for the main
onset at 0430

UT

than at the second event at 0340

UT.

The
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Figure 6. GOES 5 and 6 magneticfield observationsfor the April 16, 1986 event. The vertical lines show
when auroral intensificationswere seen in Plate 5. In this case dipolarizationsand Pi 2 activity were clearly
seenat GOES 5. Later intensificationsoccurredin a more dipolar configurationthan did the earlier ones.

earthward component was also in slightly more dipolar configuration. Thus this multiple activationevent showeda seriesof
stretchingand dipolarizations,some of which occurredduring
an IMF Bz northwardperiod. Each activationreturnedthe magnetic field to a slightly less stretchedconfiguration. The main
optical onset then occurred in this more dipolar configuration.
It is possiblethat GOES 5 moved out of the activeregionduring the previousactivationsso the field at that locationdid not
become

as stretched.

If

this were

the case then

the active

region would have to be quite small or the satellitewas initially
positionedvery close to the edge of the active area.

sense at the start of the interval.

If the electric field increased

duringthe next few minutes,thenalthoughthe wave was still
propagating
westwardin the plasmaframeof reference,observations in the satellite frame of reference could reverse polarity.

This explanationwas used by Takahashiet al. [1987] to
explainsomePc 5 wave observations.
Anothernaturalexplanationis one put forth by Hopcraftand
Smith [1986a, hi. In their model the Pi 2 is related to reconnectionwhich generatesnormalmodeoscillationsof the neutral
sheet occurring tailward of the spacecraft.These couple to
standingwaves in the near-Earthregion. For this scenarioto

The three events at 0342, 0406, and 0430 UT also showed Pi

work, the reconnectionsite needs to be to the west of the satel-

2 activity (predominantlyin the azimuthal direction). A particularly clear example of this occurredat 0406 UT. During the
period of decay in the eastwardimpulse,this component(H•v)
also showed pulsations. The He component also showed
smaller fluctuationssuch that the net amplitude was about 24
nT from peak to peak. The logarithmic decrement(i.e., the
reciprocalof the numberof cyclesof the wave beforeits amplitude had decrea•qed
by l/e)associated with thesepulsationswas
between0.4 and 0.65 (the larger value occurringat the beginning of the interval). The wave was elliptically polarized and
orientedjust off of the azimuthal direction in the antisunward
and duskward direction. It remained this way throughoutthe
time interval. It began as a left-handedpolarizedwave but this
changedsuchthat by 0412 UT the wave was right-handed.
This change in polarization could occur if pairs of fieldaligned currents propagatedover the satellite. This would
require that the satellite lay tailward of the onset region and
that the pairs moved eastwardrelative to the satellite. This is
consistentwith the westwardimpulse in the field being associated with an upward field-aligned current earthwardof the
spacecraft.
Another alternative is that the satellite lay earthwardof the

lite (consistentwith the auroralobservations).
The sheetwould
have to move such that the satellite at later times was found at

higher distancesfrom the neutral sheet. This would then
accountfor both the directionof the major axis of polarization,

and the changein polarization.This is alsoconsistent
with the
auroral observationswhich show a couplingbetweenthe highlatitude oval and the main UV oval.

The observationthat the H•v impulse occurred about 1 min
before the dipolarization(the 0340 UT event) would be consistent with Alfven transit times necessaryto establishcurrent
closure with the ionosphere. This points to a magnetospheric
source associated with the field aligned current and to a
mechanism

for this initial

current which

is unrelated

to a cross-

tail current diversion. This would require a precursorelectric
field variation in associationwith the field-aligned current prior
to the dipolarization. Another possible explanation for this
delay might be that the spacecraftis at first outside of the
current wedge and is initially only registeringthe signatureof
the field-aligned current system. A third possibility might be
that the changesto the HN componentare associatedwith a

flux rope which has the sameorientationas the IMF By. It

should be noted however that this would imply a factor of 5
wave which propagatedwestward. This gives the left-handed increase between the IMF and geosynchronousorbit. Also
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of these events were dispersedin energy. The magnitude of
each enhancementgrew in successiveevents so that by 0430
UT the changewas about an order of magnitudeat all energies

The exponentialdecay of the Pi 2 oscillationwith a loga-

between

rithmic decrementbetween0.4 and 0.65 and a period of about
2 min is consistent with an Alfven wave bouncing between

65 and 300 keV.

The first three events show a decreasein the highest-energy

ionospheres
until equilibriumis reached[Goertz and Boswell, fluxes coincident with the lower-energy enhancement. The
1979]. Sohogramsperformed on the GOES data showed dispersion in the energy flux indicates that these events are
several harmonics associated with Pi 2.

associatedwith a loss of particles from the drift shell. Such

The magneticfield data from the GOES 6 satelliteis shown events have been called drifting electron holes [Sergeevet al.,
on the left side of Figure 6. Additional time lines have been 1992]. This could be a result of strong field line curvature.
drawn

at 0331 and 0354 UT since other activations were seen
These first events probably represent pseudobreakupsor the
at these times near this magnetic local time. As one might "micro injections" discussedby Yahnin et al. [1990]. If one
expect from the two satellite locationsrelative to the activa- uses weak injections and the Pi 2 as a definition for substorm
tions,the signaturesat GOES 6 were lessclear, and the timing onset then each of these minor auroral activations would have
of the dipolarizationsnot as goodas with GOES 5. In general, to be considered onsets.
Summary. Periodic intensificationsof the main UV oval
the H/v componentrespondedoppositelyat the two satellites,
thatis, positiveat GOES 6 andnegativeat GOES 5. As well it eventually resulted in an optical auroral substorm. One of these
is interestingthat the eventsat 0331 and 0340 UT appearquite precursorevents showed AAFs with a mode number of about
differently at the two locations. There was nearly no signature 20 to 30. These intensifications,which appearedevery 20 min
at GOES 5 of the 0331 UT event, whereas a dipolarization or so, could be connected to stepwisechangesin the azimuthal
occurredat GOES 6. During the secondevent, when GOES 5 angle of the IMF. Another of these events seemed to be trigshoweda dipolarizationof the field, the GOES 6 field was gered by the equatorwarddrift of an auroral streamer which
becomingmore stretched.This indicates,consistent
with the broke off from the most poleward oval and drifted down to the
auroral observations, that these activations were local in nature main UV oval at which time the AAF developed. These events
and show that while one portion of the magnetospherewas would each be consideredan onset if injections,dipolarizations,
and Pi 2 activity at geosynchronousorbit were used as the
relaxingthe other was apparentlystoringenergy.
The Los Alamos satellite 1982-019 (point 7 in Plate 7) also defining characteristic.
Geosynchronousorbit and low-altitude satellites were very
registered
energeticelectronflux changesassociated
with each
of theseactivations. These are shownin Figure 7. The dashed well positioned to check mapping and to determine the locaverticallines in Figure7 are for the sametimesshownin Fig- tions of onset relative to the energetic ion boundaries. In this
ure 6 andcorrespond
approximately
to activationsin the aurora. case, onset appearedto originateon the main UV oval, equatorThe lowest-energy
channelsshowed5 distinctflux enhance- ward of geosynchronousorbit, near the 30- to 100-keV isotromentswhichoccurredapproximately
in association
with eachof pic electron boundary (IB), and equatorward of the location
the activations at 0319, 0331, 0340, 0406, and 0430 UT. All
where the 30-250 keV ion flux began to sharply decrease. This

LANL Electron Data, April 16, 1986
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then puts the onsetat the polewardedge of the ring currentparticles probably close to where the nightside cross-tail current
peaks.
The DMSP data show that the LACPS particle region
changesto a LABPS signatureat substormonset. The GOES
satellitedata indicatedthat dipolarizationscould be occurringin
association with the periodic intensifications and that these
could be localizedsuchthat one sectorcould be in a "growth
phase" condition while another sector could be dipolarizing.
Observations of one magnetospheric location showing
dipolarization, while tail stretchingoccurselsewherehave been
previouslyreported by Singer et al. [1985]. Localized growth
phase signaturesprior to a major onset have also been noted
elsewhere [Reeves et al., 1993a].
The event in Plate 7 also showed

that the main onset could

a few minutes of substormonset (dependingon the definition
chosen this could be before or after onset). These tended to ori-

ginatebeforethe polewardmotionof the aurorabegan. Sixteen
examplesof AAFs near substormonset are shown in Plate 9.
In thesecasesthere are typically two or three activationswhich
occurred within a region of brightening which extended about
one hour in local time. Some of theseoccurredduring quiet
intervalswhile othersappearedon the main UV oval during a
double oval configuration (i.e., recovery phase of a previous
substorm).

Using an expandeddata set covering the Viking observing
period, 80 substormonsetswere identified. The averagemagnetic coordinates

of these onsets was 65.9 +3.5

CGMlat

with

range from 56.2 to 73.1 and an average CGM local time of
22.9 +1.2. The averageKp value at the time of these onsets
was 2+. For onsetswith AAFs (this study was limited to the
July period mentioned above) the mean local time remained the
same but the latitude shifted equatorwardto 63.8 + 3.3 Mlat
with a range from 56.2 to 69.6. In the set of 80 onsets,17 of
thesewere found to occur on the main UV oval during a double oval configuration(i.e., deeply embeddedwithin the closed
field line region). The averagemagneticlatitude of thesedouble oval onsets (64.7 Mlat) was more consistentwith the AAF
type of onset. The large errorsassociatedwith theseaverages
is at least partially due to the limited time resolution of the
imager (1-s resolution repeatedevery 20 or 60 s). An onset can
expandsignificantlyin 60 s. The locationsselectedwere generally the locationof the peak intensity.
In order to understandthe stateof the magnetosphere
during
theseevents, I hour averagesof the solar wind conditionswere
taken associatedwith the AAF onsets. The average solar wind

occur in a more dipolar configurationthan during the previous
minor events. This supportsa view in which the onsetmechanism is not strictly related to the degree of field stretchingat
geosynchronousorbit. Energetic particle injectionswere seen
many hoursin local time away from thesepseudobreakups
indicating that these small activationscan be importanton a larger
scale in the magnetosphere.
Multiple injection substormshave previouslybeen studiedby
Reeves et al. [1992]. In that study there were three distinct
major substorminjections. Those authors found it difficult to
account for all of the injections using a near Earth neutral line
model. The conclusion was that there must be two separate
acceleration regions, one near geosynchronousorbit and the
other in the tail. In the case studied here each optical substorm
onset had a very short duration, was localized in nature and
occurred well equatorwardof the open-closedfield line boundary. This supportsthe idea that geosynchronous
substormsig- densitywas 17.4cm-3 with a solarwindspeed
of 409 km/s.
natures can occur independently of reconnection in the tail The resultingsolar wind pressure(4.8 nPa) was quite high for
[Kennel, 1992; Reeves etal., 1993b].
theseevents indicating that solar wind pressurehas some influOne of the intensificationsshown in Plate 7 (0331 UT) sug- ence on AAF onsets. The average variancein IMF Bz was
gests that events near the open-closedfield line boundary can also high in comparisonwith the variance in the other compropagate inward to the inner portion of the central plasma ponentsindicatingchangesin IMF Bz also plays a role (consheet and trigger AAFs. The generationof these auroral strea- sistentwith the individualexamplesshownabove).
mers may be related to reconnection. Two arc systems"splitFigure 8 summarizesresultsof investigatingthe azimuthal
ting" near the poleward boundary of the auroral zone was "wavelength" of the onsets for 27 AAFs. A total of 115
predicted as a signature of reconnection by Atkinson [1992]. measurementswere taken and a histogram was constructed.
With enhanced flow due to localized reconnectionone might The wavelengthswere measureddirectlyon the originaldigital
then expect an associationbetween these streamer-AAF onset data by associatingeach pixel on the image with a location
events and the bursty bulk flow events described by Angelo- above the Earth (assuming an altitude of 120 km). The
poulous etal. [1992]. In the inner magnetospherethe associ- wavelength was taken as the distance (along a great circle
ated signatureof an auroral streamer/AAFevent appearsto be a route) between the peak intensity in successiveintensifications.
drifting electron hole.
The error associatedwith theseobservationsvariesdepending
If one usesthe high-altitudedata to define when an onsethas on the altitude of the Viking spacecraft. The AAFs for this
occurred
then one would conclude
that each of these minor
portion of the study were measuredonly for the image closest
auroral activations was a substormonset or at the very least a to the explosive onset and so reflect values associatedspecifipseudobreakup. This event showed that near-Earth onsets or cally with the onset process. The measurementsshow that
activationscan be driven by more distant tail processesas sug- AAFs range in wavelengthfrom about 130 to 600 km with an
gestedby Baker etal. [1993] but also showsthat a major sub- average of 307 + 115 km. It is important to note, however,
storm can only occur when conditionsare appropriatein the that the distribution of the wavelengths is strongly skewed
ionosphereand the near Earth region. This can sometimestake toward smaller values with the most likely value being about
a number of separateevents which eventually provide condi- 170 to 210 km. There appearsto be a sharp cutoff near 130
tions appropriatefor a major one.
km (a mode numberof about 135). This cutoff is probablynot
due to an instrumentallimitation since wavelengthsdown to 75
3. Statistics of AAF Onsets
km could be accurately identified using Viking data. This
could possibly be a subjective cutoff in that smaller-scale
A detailed study of substorm onsets over the time period events were not noticed when the wavelengths were selected
from July 17 to July 29, 1986, was undertaken.This consisted and measured.If this is a real cutoff then this resultimplies
of 36 substorm onset events of which 27 showed AAFs within
the onset mechanismcan be associatedwith small magnetos-
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Plate 9. Examples of AAFs near the time of optical substormonset. Typically the active auroral region is
about 1 hour in local time extent althoughthe AAFs can cover a broaderregion of local time.

pheric azimuthalwavelengthsdown to somecutoff value. A
mode

number

of

135

converts

to

a

scale

size

of

2r•L Re/135 = 0.05L Re in the magnetosphere.

stone [1988] and Murphree et al. [1994]. In these events,
small-scalespirals form on the poleward edge of the auroral
distribution usually late in the substorm expansion phase.

These are probably due to magnetic shear associatedwith
paper should not be confusedwith vortex streetsseen elsewhere upward field-aligned current perturbations[Hallinan, 1976].
on the auroral distributionas reportedby Murphree and Elphin- AAFs consideredhere are specificallythe featureswhich appear
in the time period near substormonset on the main UV oval.
These AAFs do not always take the form of auroral spirals.
WAVELENGTH
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The accompanyingsignaturesboth on the ground and at high
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Figure 8. Occurrencerate of the spatial scale associatedwith
AAFs prior to substormonset.

vortex

streets

remains

to be seen.

4. Substorm Morphology and Onsets
In the above cases. !t is clear that the form a particular substorm intensification and/or onset takes is strongly dependent on
previous conditions. These cases are not unusual events but

they do not fit obviously into the morphologyof a full substorm as described by Akasofu [1964]. McPherron [1979] has
described in some detail the magnetosphericsubstorm,substorm
sequencesand multiple onset substorms. In that article, it is
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notedthat conflictingviewsexistas to whatis or is not a sub- This lasted only 5 min after which a new intensification
storm. Are weak events that do not develop beyond some

occurredwhich lastedanother15 min. In this case,the expan-

thresholdin amplitudeand spatialextent to be considered sive phasebasedon the AL index lasted30 min but basedon a
"pseudobreakups"?
Are theretwo differenttypesof substorm strict definition, there was an expansion,recoveryand new optonset, one local and the other the more familar global event? ical onset within this 30-min time span. The time at which
Are events which bear little resemblance to one another to be
substormrecovery occurs is in general also very difficult to
grouped
together
underthe singleheadingof "substorm"?It define optically. Locally, it can be defined as when the aurora
seemsthatas timegoesby thereappearsto be an evergrowing in a particularlocal time sectorends its polewardprogression.
Globally, however, arc systemswhich define the boundaryof
greyareaconcerning
whatconstitutes
a substorm.
More recentarticlesdescribepseudobreakups
as havingsig- the double auroral oval can continueto move poleward(at local
natureswhich one normallyassociates
with a full auroralsub- times away from midnight) long after all activity has faded.
stormonset[e.g., Koskinen
etal., 1992;Ohtanietal., 1993].
New activations within the double oval configuration also
What distinguishes
theseeventsfrom the others?In the past create a problem for terminology(see Plates 5 and 7). They
the existenceof a growthphaseof an auroralsubstorm
wascri- appearduring the recoveryphaseof a previoussubstormand so
ticizedon the groundsthat one couldnot be sureof an exact are not the eventswhich Pytte etal. [1976] refer to as multiple

onsettime basedon incompleteinformationandthatthisphase onset substorms. They more closely resemble events observed
was defined based on whether or not a substorm expansive

by Kamide et al. [1977]. They repeat every 10 to 20 min, last

phasesubsequently
occurred. 'l'he same prc)blem,however, only a few minutes and yet by some criteria would be conappearswith regardto the substormonsetitself. Substorm sideredto be substormonsets. On the other hand, they have no
"onsets"can occurat any phaseof an auroralsubstorm.
They resemblanceto what is commonlythoughtof as a global optical
are distinguished
frompseudobreakups
basedon whetheror not auroral substorm. In these cases, high-altitude data would give
a globalsubstorm
occursand sometimes
by whetherthey are a clear interpretationthat these events were substormonsets.
the first event or not. A similar semanticdifficulty existswith

Ionospheric researchers,however, would probably disagree.

respectto the WTS. Traditionally,
thisformis associated
only This is furthercomplicatedby other eventsas describedbelow.
with the spiralform whichexistsat the westtip of an expand- The AAF type of substormonset is not the only form of
ing auroralbulge.This sameform howevercan be foundat onsetwhich can occur. This is illustratedin Figure 9. The top
nearlyany local time, at any locationrelativeto the substorm panelsof Figure 9a show the AAF type of onset. Azimuthally
bulgeandat any timedunngthesubstorm.
Is thisformalsoto spaced auroral forms with a mode number of between 30 to
135 occur near the peak in the main UV oval. They propagate
eastwardin the morning and have magneticpulsationsin the Pc
The fu'st event in this paper showedan onset which was 5 period range associatedwith them. The AAF furthest to the
precededby AAFs. The first "expansive"phaselastedonly west is more likely to develop into an explosive substorm
10 rain (from 2032 to 2042 UT in Plate 1). This was followed bulge. As indicatedby the bottompanelsof Figure 9a, there is
by the fading of the auroral bulge and equatorwardmotion. a different type of onset which begins in the west and pro-

be defined by what it accompanies
rather than by its own
intrinsic characteristics?
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Figure 9a. A modular view of substormmorphology. Schematicof two types of substormonset. The top
panelsillustratethe type studiedin this paper. The bottompanel showsa type of event which may be related
to PSBL processesor to reconnectionat the distantneutralline.
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Figure 9b. A modular view of substormmorphology. Schematicof three routesthe auroraldistributioncan
tbllow in substormrecoveryphaseillustratedthe two fundamentallydifferentregionswhich can activate.

pagatestoward the east at speedsgreaterthan 5 krrds. In this regionsof the magnetotailcan be active independentlyof each
local time sector,polararcs(whichmay be relatedto processes other as well as interactingtogetherßThe form a particularsubin the distant tail low-latitude boundarylayer) connectto the storm takes is then determinedby preconditioningin all regions
nightsidepoleward auroral zone (which is probablylinked to of the magnetosphereand thus the time history of a given event
the plasmasheetboundarylayer) wheretheseonsetsbegin(see is fundamental to its interpretation.
The large-scale auroral distribution during active conditions
Plate6 in Elphinsloneel al. [1991a]). Thesetypesof intensificationscan occurat virtuallyany time duringthe substorm
pro- can be divided into two importantconfigurationswhich are discess, similar to what is observed with the AAF onsets.
tinguishedby whether a double oval existsor not. Further, two
The conflictsmentionedabovecan be partiallyresolvedby separatetypes of activation can occur. If the double oval has
consideringthe substormto a compositeevent consistingof not formed then the two types of activationsresemble the confimany different modular elements. Pseudobreakups
can be gurations shown in Figure 9a. If, however, the double oval
viewed as single moduleswhich do not combine with others to does exist then the two types of intensificationscorrespondto
producea more global event resemblingthe Akasofu [1964] two distinctive regions which activate. If the poleward set of
view. Growth phasecan be thoughtof as an independent
sys- arcs activate then the "route" which is followed is schematitem which may influencesubsequent
activity. Auroral spirals callyillustrated
by theleftsideof Figur•.e
9b. An eventof this
are signaturesof upward field-alignedcurrent perturbations. type which occurs as the plasma sheet thickens is shown by
When and where they occurcan tell you how the systemis Cogger and Elphinstone [1992]. The dynamics of the activareactingto external and/or internal influences. Any particular tion frequently (but not always) take the form shown in the botsubstormcan then be envisionedto be a compositeof modules tom panel of Figure 9a. Similarily if the more equatorwardset
fit togetherin parallelor in seriesin sucha way as to repro- of arcs activate (right side of Figure 9b) then this frequently
duce the observations.This can be thoughtof as a technique (but not always) results in an AAF type of onset (bottom panel
for "building your own substorm." Each module could be of Figure 9a). These more equatorwardeventscompriseabout
viewed as an independentprocesswhich can be studied in its 20% of the onsets recorded by the Viking spacecraft. They
own right. When some of theseelementsinteract then the cou- have been used in many Viking substormpapers to support a
pling processcan be studied and the interdependencies
of the near Earth source for substormonset [e.g., Elphinsloneet al.,
modules outlined. In this manner one might determine that 1991a; Murphree et al., 1991].
substorm onsets and pseudobreakupsare essentially identical
Figure 9b shows the importance of the double oval confibut that they evolve differently due to coupling to other sub- gurationin understandingthe the varioustypes of activations.If
storm elements (such as growth phaseelements or ionospheric a double oval did not exist, then it would be difficult to say
influences). This modular view emphasizes that different much about where these activationsmap to in the magneto-
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sphere. When it does, however, then the activationscan occur
simultaneouslyor separatelyand they can be related to completely different ionospheric/magnetospheric
regions. These
activationsare examples of modules which can clearly be
related to different magnetospheric
regimesand hencealso different physicalprocesses.

producelocalized activationsnear the polewardauroralboundary. If both regionsactivatethen the result might be a substom limited in spatialextent to the night sector.If conditions

The modularview of the substormallowsfor eachportionof
the standardpictureto occuror not occurdependenton preconditioning. It also allows for additionalcomponentssuch as a
growthphase. A growthphasemay or may not be followedby
an arc intensifying. The onset may or may not (a pseudobreakupin the old terminology)be followed by an substorm
bulge which, in turn, may or may not be followedby a traversing arc which brightensnear the end of the polewardmotion.
This may or may not develop into a larger-scaleconfiguration

causalrelationshipsbetweenthem.

which spans most local times. On the other hand, the most

polewardsystemmay activatewithout a preexistingsubstorm
bulge. This indicates that each of these events is probably
linked to separatephysicalprocesses
(althoughcouplingusually
exists). For instance,the developmentof the globalconfigurational changeis probablyrelated to the disturbanceof boundary
layers in the magnetosphereand the refilling of the plasma
sheetduring conditionsof plasma sheetrecovery. If one built a
picture of a developingsubstorm,the picturecould be modified
at virtually any time in its developmentto incorporatea new set
of one or more of thesemodules. This schemeof development
is not part of the standardpicture.
As well as these more general fundamentalmodules, however, there is a secondaryset of events which can also presumably be linked to distinctand potentiallyindependentprocesses.
In a given substormevent, featuressuch as omega bandsmay
or not develop. For thesetype of events the time at which they
occur is dependent on when the physical processgoverning
them is active in the ionosphere/magnetosphere.
They can
develop while a substormbulge is occurring(expansionphase
in the standardpicture) or after the double oval has formed.
Similar

statements

can be made

about

auroral

streamers

and

auroral pulsations. Since this occurs observationallywe know
that the physical processassociatedwith these featuresis not
confinedto a particulartime in the substormprocess(as in the
standardscheme). These events which are less fundamental(to
the morphologyat least) might be termed secondarymodular
elements.The only apparentrestrictionfor when these events
occur is that there must have been an explosive onset previously (potentially hoursbefore).
This new view of an auroral substormcould help resolve
competingtheoriesof the substormprocess. Lui [1991] came
up with a synthesisto describe the magnetosphericsubstorm.
He did this assumingthat the global processalways took place.
Using the modular view of a substorm however, different
regions of the magnetospherecould be sources for auroral
brighteningsdependenton their preconditioning. On occasion,
the dayside ionosphereand magnetospherecould be in a state
where a disturbance at the magnetopausecreates obvious
growth phase motions of the aurora and auroral activations
which move toward the nightside.This disturbancemight eventually trigger onset. On the other hand, conditionsin the night
sectormay not be appropriateand either nothingor only a single other module is activated. In certain circumstances
only the
near-Earthregion might activatewith the more distanttail not
being triggeredor properly preconditioned. In other casesthe
deep tail could cream auroral activationsassociatedwith reconnection with the near-Earthregion not responding.This might

are right the substormprocesscould extend to all local times.

The modulesequences
listedabovearejust a few possiblecombinations.Thesefeaturescouldeachtriggerothersandproduce

5. Discussion

In this paper a few examplesof AAF type auroral substorms
were shown. Most of these events were accompaniedby
groundmagneticpulsationactivityin the Pc 5 periodrange. In
this small sampleit was demonstratedthat when the onsetactually occurs and whether in fact it was an onset is strongly
governed by the definition used. Both AAFs and coexisting
omega bandswere observedto propagateeastwardbefore onset.
The onsetsappearto occur predominantlyin the evening sector
about 1 hour away from magneticmidnight. The long period
pulsationsin the evening appearto propagatewestwardto the
west of onset(oppositeto the directionin the morningsector).
Some evidenceexists that showsAAFs may, on occasion,be
driven by processesoccurring deeper in the tail (this was seen
for two examplesin this paper). The AAFs can begin 15 rain
prior to the explosive poleward motion of the aurorasand this
latter event can occur several minutes after what would be con-

sideredsubstormonset basedon energeticparticle injectionsat
high altitude (the July 24 event). They can occur in association
with daysideprecursorswhich propagatetoward the nightside.
Activations can occur periodically (every 10 to 20 rain)
which eventually result in what would be consideredto be a
large-scale substormonset. These activationscan be quite
localizedand be associatedwith AAFs, but they do not necessarily result in large poleward motion. On the other hand,
high-altitude satellites could register these events as injection
events and as dipolarization events accompaniedby Pi 2
activity. The main onset after these activationsoccur can take
place in associationwith the field at geosynchronousorbit
being more dipolar than at the beginningof the interval. It
appears then that these multiple activations leading up to a
main onset event somehow preconditionthe region to allow a
major onset to occur. Onsetstypically occur premidnightand
near the most westwardextentof the AAFs indicatingthat there
is probably a special significanceto the evening sectorversus
the early morning. This may be related to ionosphericconductivity differencesbetweenthe two regions.
Onsets which beganduring the recoveryphase of previous
substormsoriginated near the peak in the main UV oval and
took severalminutesto reachthe mostpoleward set of arc systemsin the doubleoval. This observationindicatesthat optical
substormonset is not driven directly by the last closed field
line reconnectingand shows that this field line can not reconnect for several minutes (up to about 10) after onset.This statement assumesthat the most poleward arc system exists on
closed field lines. The multiple activation events frequently
never reach this outer boundary. This indicates that if a near
Earth neutral line is involved, reconnection must not continue

to the point where flux is releaseddown tail.
These onsets appear to originate within the region 2 fieldaligned current systemand the associateddiscretearcs appear
as LAB PS signaturesdeeply embeddedwithin a LACPS system. They seem to occur at the interfacebetweenring current
energy proton precipitationand the earthwardedge of the cen-
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tral plasmasheet. This occursat the tailwardend of the inner about0.5. (For the 22 onsetsstudiedby Pu etal. [ 1992] this
edgeof the centralplasmasheet(i.e., the point at which the ratio was between 0.88 and 1.25. Calculationsby Vetoulis and
of the dampingof the
higherenergycentralplasmasheetparticlesbeginto disappear Chen[ 1994] showa strongdependence
modewith the modenumber(their Figure
leavingonly particlesof lower energiesand the higher-energy Alfven-Ballooning
is
trappedring currentparticles). All of theseobservations
sup- 3). They show that dampingdue to field line resonances
port the mappingof the main UV auroraloval put forth by negligiblefor rn = 100 and odd symmetryof the resonance
Elphinstone
et al. [199lb]. The doubleoval onsetsalsotendto aboutthe equator(n = 1). Thereis strongdamping,however,
occurduringstormtimes indicatingthat theremay be a prefer- when the azimuthal mode number is less than about 30. These
results are remarkably consistent with the observations
presentedhere and may indicate the importanceof the Alfvenballooningmode in the substormprocess.
We now consideranotherpossibilityfor easingthe instability
requirements. The normal flute instability was initially
developedby Swift [1967] but requires a high radial pressure
to a large-scalemagnetosphericprocess.
There are relatively few onset mechanismswhich deal with gradient which does not normally exist in the inner magnetoazimuthal wavelike forms which can exist during or prior to sphere. Ivanov et al. [ 1987], however, showed that under cersubstorm onset. Cavity mode resonanceshave much smaller tain conditions the flute instability could occur under less
mode numbers and so are not viable in explaining the observa- stringent radial pressuregradients. They found that the introtions in this paper. Althoughthe boundarylayer model of Ros- duction of pressuregradientswhich were not aligned with the
toker and Eastman [1987] does involve wavelike forms, the curvature vector of the magnetic field could allow growth of
AAF events in this paper clearly originate from much closer to the instability. This conditionis related to having field-aligned
the Earth than the PSBL and are unlikely to be associatedwith currentsflowing to the ionospherevia a VP x VV term in the
a low-latitude boundary layer substorm model. Some of the magnetosphere(P representspressureand V the flux volume).
above observations,however, do suggest that AAFs can on This has been developed further by Ivanov et al. [1992] to
occasion be related to activity originating deeper in the tail include finite beta conditions and a parallel wavenumber, at
which propagates earthward. In the near-Earth region this which point this instability becomesa ballooninginstability.
The above condition implies that the magnetospherecould
preconditioningsomehow triggers an AAF event. Other observations relate them to processeswhich might go on con- be unstable to a flute instability if some thresholdfield-aligned

ence for these forms to exist during active ring currentconditions. Anothersignificantobservation
is that the regionwhich
containsthese AAFs and which eventuallyresultsin an explosivepolewardmotionis typicallyabout1 hourof local time in
extent. This tends to imply that the onset mechanismis linked

currently with Pc 5 and omega band activity. Conductivity current occurs. ivanov etal. [1987] have called this the flute
indirectly may play a role and some of these events must be instability in variable pressurewith finite beta. In their model
able to occur without reaching the open-closedfield line boun- the direction of the wave vector will lie between the VP and
dary. Further, this type of onsetis not the only one to exist. It the VV vectors. If there exists a compressionof the magnetic
seems important that existing substorm theories make some field in the midnight sector, then the wave vector associated
with the instability is westward in the evening and eastwardin
attemptto accountfor the above set of observations.
In the meantime
it is informative
to determine
whether the
the morning. This is equivalent to assuminga current wedge
predictions of any current model agree with the above set of sense to the field-aligned currents in the midnight sector in a
observations. One theory of onset does seem to deserve some region where the pressuregradient is Earthward. Since the
special attention. This is related to a modified flute and/or bal- VP x VV term would be zero at midnight, this theory would
looning instability which has been developed by Ivanov and reduce to the standard model at midnight and would indicate
Pokhotelov [1987] and ivanov etal. [1990, 1992]. A summary that this region is stable to the flute instability. The observaof the relevant features of the modified flute model is given tion that substormonset occurs away from the midnight meribelow. Observationsby Rout' et al. [1991a, b] have previously dian is consistentwith this theory.
indicated that the ballooningmode could be important. Work
The frequencyof the wave correspondsto the ion drift freby Ullaland et al. [1993] also indicatedthat even a normal bal- quencyand is only unstablefor azimuthalwavelengthsexceedlooningmode could be unstableunderthe conditionsprevailing ing the ion gyroradius.Otherwise,the instabilityworks bestfor
in a prestorm condition. Pu etal. [1992] studying 22 onset small azimuthal wavelengths. This result resembles the histoevents also found evidence for large radial pressuregradients gram resultsof Figure 8. For comparisonwith the minimum
and conditions at GEOS 2 which were favorable to the balloonwavelengthsobserved,the proton gyroradiusin Re is given by
ing instability. These works, however, tested an instability cri- 0.72•/•/Bz,
where
E istheperpendicular
kinetic
energy
ofthe
terion which does not includ9 the stabilizingeffects of plasma proton in kiloelectron volts and Bz is the magnetic field in
compressibility. This has been investigatedin detail by Ohtani nanoteslas. In order for the minimum wavelength (0.05 L in
and Tarnao [1993]. They found that in most of the 22 events Re) to exceed the proton gyroradiusthis requires that the
of theionsbelessthan(O.07LBz)2
keV. Fora valueof
even a necessarycondition for the instability is not satisfied energy
[see Ohtani and lgtmao, 1993, Table I and Equation(5)]. Thus Bz of 10 nT this implies an energyof the ions less than 50 keV
the stability of the near-Earthmagnetotailagainstthe ballooning at L = 10 and less than 17 keV tbr L = 6. This result is relainstability remains controversial.
tively consistentwith the observedwave speedcorresponding
to
We suggestin this paper that additionalphysicsmust be con- the gradient drift speed of 20-keV particles. The combination
sidered in order to completely evaluate whether or not bal- of the gradient drift speedand minimum wavelengthcan be
loooning is feasible in the near-Earth region. For example, used to approximate the minimum period which then becomes
Chartet al. [1994] have recentlyshownthat pressureanisotropy 2.87x 105/(B•L2•I•).
Theminimum
period
using
thissimple
10and 178satL=6.
These values are
can also be quite important and that for observed values of method is 64satL=
pressuregradientsthe Alfven-ballooningmode can be unstable consistentwith the observations. One could also expect magif the ratio of parallel to perpendicularpressure is less than netic and pressurepulsationsassociatedwith this instability.
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The ideal conditionsfor growth are shortfield lines, small the onsetsstudiedin this paperwere found to be of this type.

perpendicular
wavelengths
(greaterthanthe ion gyroradius),They beginin a regionwhichis normallyLACPSprecipitation
anda largeradiusof curvature.lvanovet al. [1992]showed but whichchangesto LABPS at onset. It lies polewardof the
IB protonboundaries
andthepeakin protonprecipitathat a decrease
in [3 couldat leastpartlyoffsetthe stabilizing energetic
(> 100keV) electronisotropic
effects of a small radius of curvature. As an example, they tion,verycloseto the energetic
boundary.
A
further
constraint
puts
the activations
equatorward
chosea line currentto define a magneticfield configurationand
tail field curvature.
They foundthattheradialdependence
(r-•' ) of where 80 to 250 keV protonprecipitationrapidly decreases.
of wherelargepressure
gradients
of the pressuremust decreasewith r fasterthan whenp = This putsthe onsetearthward
but withinthe regionof nonadia2•//(1 + 'fit/2), whereT is the adiabaticindex. The conditions beginin the magnetosphere
indicatethat
for instabilityalsodependon the ionospheric
conductivity.
A baticmotionof energeticions. Theseobservations
studycouldbe madein the futureto determine
underwhatcon- modelsinvolvingthe PSBL or the open-closedfield line bounditions the instabilitycould grow in more realisticmagnetic dary as the sourceregionfor at leastthesetypesof onsetare
likely to be incorrect.
They alsoindicatethatAAFsandomega
field topologies
andpressure
configurations.
bands
have
a
near-Earth
source region.
If a parallelwavelengthis involvedthenthe instabilityis
somewhat more difficult to excite. This would then result in a

3. AAF onsetsare sometimesinitiated by solar wind pressure

but thisappears
to dependsomewhat
on fluctuations
in
ballooningmode. lvanovet al. [1992] showedthatfor values changes
of parameters
in thenear-Earth
regionusinga dipoleconfigura- IMF Bz. They tendto occurwhenIMF Bz is directedsouthtion this instabilitycouldhavegrowthtimesof the orderof a ward. AAF onsets seem to occur preferentiallyunder high
minute.Under high conductivity
conditionsballooningof this solarwind pressureconditions.Couplingvia auroralstreamers
auroralarc systemcansometimes
triggeran
type requiresa long parallel wavelengthcomparedto the to the high-latitude
natural field line wavelength.

AAF onset.Thus the PSBL or the open-closedfield line boun-

play an indirectrole in substorm
onset.In
This theorymightexplainsomeaspects
of theAAFs. It may darymay sometimes
be that as different criteria for instabilityare reached,the manifestationsin the aurorachange. AAFs which developin the

the future, auroral streamer events should be compared with
BBF eventsto determineif a relationshipbetweenthem exists.
4. AAFs and the associatedground Pc 5 pulsationstend to

morningsectormay be relatedto a slightlydifferentversionof
eastwardin the morningand westwardin the eventhe instabilitythanthe onewhichbecomes
activeat timeof the propagate
in Pc 5
explosivepoleward
motion.Theseeventsmayprecondition
the ing. Azimuthallypolarizedgroundmagneticpulsations
ionosphere
and magnetosphere
to allow onsetby a different range can be observedbefore onset. These can gradually
changefrequency
over timeandthechangecan varywith magmeans to take place.
netic local time. The frequencyof the magneticpulsations

6. Summary and Conclusions
New aspectsof the substormprocessleadingup to the explosive poleward motion of the auroras near substormonset have
been described. Definitions of onset have been compared.
AAFs can play an important role in understandingthe initial
stagesof the substormprocessand shouldbe taken into account
in theories which claim to explain the onset process. A summary of the observationsin this paper are listed below:
1. The wavelengthsin Earth radii associatedwith AAFs are
greater than 0.05L. The range in mode number is from about
30 to 135. This result is consistentwith the Alfven-ballooning
mode instability and is inconsistentwith a cavity mode resonance. This instability may be helped to grow when azimuthal
pressure gradients occur in the inner magnetosphere. The
AAFs can occur before strong Pi 2 activity and before getsynchronousorbit energetic particle injection. These AAFs can
develop into auroral spiralswhich are wound oppositelyto what
is expected from the KHI flow vorticity indicating they are
associatedwith magnetic vorticity in an upward field-aligned
current sheet. Radar observationsof flow sin'roundingthe AAFs
confirm this view. They usually occur before the explosive
poleward expansion and are sometimesseen along with omega
bands.They brighten togetherwith the auroral surgeand so can
be causallyrelated to the onset mechanism.This result provides
definitive proof of a growth phaseof an auroral substormin the
ionosphere.
2. The region of brighteningprior to poleward expansionis
typically 1 hour wide and lies on the main or equatorwardUV
oval in the case that a double oval configurationexists. This
lies 5 to 10 deg equatorwardof the region associatedwith the
PSBL and the open-closedfield line boundary.About 20% of

appearto be consistentwith the observations
of propagation
speedandwavelengths
of the AAFs.
5. A series of localized activationsor pseudobreakups
are
sometimesfollowed by a major onset which can occur in a
moredipolartail configuration
thanexistedduringthe previous
activations.Field-alignedcurrentsapparentlyassociatedwith
the substormcurrentwedgecan appearat getsynchronous
satellites beforethe dipolarizationeffectsare observed.
6. Activationswhich begin from the main UV oval duringa
doubleoval configurationtake 5 to 10 min to reachnear the

open-closed
field line region.Thisconstrains
near-Earth
reconnection models such that the last closed field line is not reconnected until this time.

It also demonstrates that the substorm

bulgeshouldnot be identifiedwith the separatrix.This point
combinedwith point3 indicates
thatthe inner(outer)portionof
the magnetosphere
can begin a disturbance
which propagates
tailward (earthward)which eventuallyaffects the outer (inner)
magnetosphere.

7. Pseudobreakups
characterized
as localizedintensifications
may or may not haveassociated
with themfield dipolarizations
andenergeticparticleinjections
at getsynchronous
orbit. It is
not clear what governsthis relationship.It is clear, however,
that the historyof a given substormevent is fundamentalto
understanding
it and to placingit in the contextof substorm
morphology.
Withoutthiscontext,oversimplifications
canoccur
which lead to misunderstandings
and disagreementsconcerning

the substorm
process.Conflictingviews as to the definition
anddescription
of an auroralsubstormhaveled us to proposea
modularview of the substormprocess.This conceptallowsfor
a par2icularsubstormto be a compositeof oneor moremodular
elements assembled temporally in series or parallel. This
changein viewpointcould help resolveinappropriate
comparisons beingmade betweenvarious"substorm"events.
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